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PRELIM INA RY CA SE STUDY: THE M ILITA RY SA BRE
Tom Conroy
Field Hoplologis t

The military s word of Europe provides a s imple and is olated cas e in which to s tudy the way that fas hion,
des ign, technique, and contemporary arms s ys tems interplay to form a fighting art. The often low quality of
European broads word, backs word, and s abre fighting is irrelevant to this purpos e, except that it tends to s implify the
cas e.
Up through the s eventeenth century the favored European military s word was a s traight-bladed cutting
weapon. The s traight blade is appropriate for chopping, much as an axe chops into wood, and was fitting for us e
agains t the heavy half-plate and brigandine armor worn in Europe until nearly 1700; for to cut and penetrate a hard
s urface like wood or metal, a chop is more effective than a s lice.
In the eighteenth century, the A us tro-Hungarian s abre, a dis tinct weapon from the modern Italo-Hungarian
fencing s abre, was adopted by mos t European armies . The s abre originally had a blade s imilar to the Pers ian
shamshir, which was des igned for the drawcut. The drawcut s lices as a knife s lices bread, and is more effective than
a chop when cutting a s oft s urface like fles h; once armor was abandoned the us e of the drawcut was a clear
improvement in technique.
The adoption of the s abre in W es tern Europe was largely a matter of fas hion. The s abre was the dis tinctive
weapon of light cavalry, and was fas hionable becaus e of its s ucces s agains t the Turks .1 In W es tern Europe the
mechanics of cutting were not much s tudied, s ince in the eighteenth century no group had a real need for the cut. In
duels and recontres (s treet fights ) the thrus ting s word was us ed; the white arm of the infantry had become the
bayonet; although light and heavy cavalry retained the s word, the primary weapon of the trooper was his hors e, and
the effect of a charge was determined before s word range was reached.2
Even when it was s tudied, the cutting s word was not well unders tood in the W es t. Smalls word
fundamentals , particularly s tance and footwork, were adapted to the s abre. In the s malls word lunge the body's weight
moves forward linearly; but cuts are circular movements , and s o the direction of impact of the cut does not lie along
the line the body takes in a lunge. This contradiction in technique prevents the us e of body weight in a chop or
drawcut and may pos s ibly have led Europeans to neglect the mechanics of heavy cutting.
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The poor s tate of European W es tern military s words mans hip by the
nineteenth century is s hown in s word theory and s word des ign. The cuts and guards
were s everely res tricted in number; even when European manuals des cribe the
drawcut it is not emphas ized enough; European cavalrymen were notorious ly poor
s words men when compared to thos e of Eas tern peoples . In des ign, the popular
"ramrod-back" s abre of the early 1800's s topped the cut after it had penetrated jus t
one inch (Figure 1).
Blade s ilhouette gives clear evidence of the poor s tandards of cutting in
Europe. Two major morphological forms are found among s abres ; the difference,
however, is s ubtle. In one s hape (Figure 2) an extens ion of the longitudinal axis of
the hilt (what would be the centerline of the s word if it were s traight-bladed) runs
Figure 1.Cross-section of the
mos tly in front of the cutting edge; s ince the blade curves away from this axis
“Ramrod-Back” Sabre
without returning, this is , in hoplological terms , a convex abaxial blade. This s hape
is s een at its pures t in the Pers ian shamshir, but it was als o us ed in s ome European
s words , including the s uperb Britis h 1796 Light Cavalry Sabre.3 In the other form (Figure 3) the longitudinal axis

Figure 2. Sabre-type silhouette

Figure 2. Shamshir-type silhouette

Line A
represents the extended longitude axis of the hilt, and would be the center
of a straight bladed sword with the same hilt. Line B is the tangent to the cutting edge at the area of impact.
The sabre-type curve is exaggerated for clarity; this tends to widen the angle between A and B.
runs mos tly behind the cutting edge, often pas s ing through the point, "edge leading well forward." Since the blade
runs out from the axis and then returns , this is technically a convex adaxial blade; it is the mos t common form in the
European s abre, but is rare in the res t of the world, although it is not unknown, es pecially in India. W ith the abaxial
(shamshir-like) form the drawcut is almos t automatic, and the cutting edge pas s es along the target like a knife s licing
s teak. But the adaxial (s abre type) s word is bas ically a chopping des ign, for the cutting-edge at the area of impact is
almos t parallel to the line of a s traight-bladed s word. The adaxial s hape was apparently adopted by Europeans to
make the thrus t eas ier; but its prevalence s hows that the s licing drawcut was rare and clums y in European
s words mans hip, des pite the dis us e of armor.
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Des pite the poor quality of s abre-fighting, the s abre remained the white arm of cavalry until the Crimean W ar. The
breech-loading rifle deprived it of real value as a weapon, although its practice lingered until the early years of this
century. The interes t of military s words men s hifted to the light Italian s abre, which was developed in the cavalry
s chool around 1850, but was actually a duelling weapon quite dis tinct from the military s abre. The his tory of the
light s abre is a s eparate s ubject.
Sources :
The military s abre as an artifact is well documented. The s word books lis ted in the bibliography are thos e I
us ed in the immediate preparation of this article, but others would have done as well. The technical his tory of the cut
in W es tern s words mans hip is s till unwritten. Cas tle gives s ome information, but his preference for the point ruins his
pers pective when he deals with broads word or s abre. A llans on-W inn was chos en as a better than average manual.
Dennis on's History has remained a s tandard work, but much of his approach is s hown in a phras e in the preface to
the s econd edition: "A s his tory does not change, I am having reprinted exactly as it originally appeared."
Notes :
1. Blair, p. 12.
2. In the eighteenth century the bes t calvary leaders preferred the s word to the pis tol becaus e it encouraged
vigorous charge; that is , in effect it encouraged the us e of the hors e as a mis s ile, but fine s words mans hip was not
needed for this us e of the s word.
3. Ffoulkes , page 19, s ays : “Its terrific wounding power was frequently noted in the Indian wars of the early
nineteenth century, and there is a legend that Napolean’s generals in the Penins ula protes ted to the Dike of
W ellingtion agains t the weapon a being to barbarous .”
Bibliography
Pleas e refer to page 9.

TYPOLOGY IN HOPLOLOGY
Donn F. Draeger
Director, International Hoplological Res earch Center

Typology, as it is conventionally unders tood and practiced in anthropology (archaeology), has a wide
variety of forms for its as s igned functions and, therewith, renders s pecifically different s ervices . The common idea
about typology--the s tandard anthropological one--is that it is s pecifically a tool of analys is directed to clas s ifications
of artifacts that define certain relations hips which the inves tigator is s eeking to determine. Under this theoretical
s tance typology is s ometimes thought of as a kind of magic gimmick which will automatically s ignal the s ought for
relations and s ignificances at the very ins tant that proper clas s ification is achieved. Moreover, anthropological
literature abounds with dis cus s ions on the nature and problems of its typologies ; thes e reflect a great concern for
methodological precis ion through us e of improved concepts and terms of reference needed in the s tudy of man's
cultural evolution. But, amid this plethora of conventional wis dom we find that the concept of "type" is not
s tandardized, that is , it is s till being argued whether "type" concerns real objects or only abs tractions . The unity of
anthropological typologies s uffers a s imilar lack of agreement in that both "culture-bound" and "culture-free"
methods are in us e.
The typology of hoplology is s tandardized. It is unique, s o much s o that it forms the core of the functional
divis ion of hoplology, as one of the four divis ions that make up this dis cipline (s ee HOPLOS, I, No. 2, 1979).
Hoplological typology lies beyond gros s methodology becaus e it is cons idered more than a mere tool of res earch. It
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is truly an approach, a viewpoint, a s ys tem es s entially des criptive in nature, but at the s ame time not entirely s o
limited. Typology is regarded by hoplologis ts as a field of res earch, broad and promis ing in application becaus e it
complements and enriches the holis tic approach that characterizes hoplology as the s tudy of weapons and combative
behavior in the evolution of organis ms at all levels of s ocial complexity. Typology is not s een as a partitive end in
its elf, but rather as being cons onant with the identification and explication of the entire gamut of analytical/reductive
and s ynthetic/integrative operations by which it may be pos s ible to extend our knowledge of all forms of life, not
s imply that of man. A nother unique facet of the hoplological typology is that it cons iders weapons and combative
s ys tems as ins eparable cons tituents that interact within the s phere of organis mic behavior. Therewith, hoplological
typology trans cends a des criptive real and becomes not only predictive, but diagnos tic and pres criptive, as well.
The wholenes s of hoplological typology makes pos s ible a corpus of information us eful to almos t all
manners of s cientific res earch. The typology s erving hoplologis ts has been cons tructed s o as to be jus tified by its
us efulnes s in terms of what has already been s aid. Over the pas t twenty years hoplological typology has undergone
extens ive field tes ting, and whether we as k, "Does it explain?" or "Does it make explanation pos s ible?", we are
s truck with its underlying utility. Simply s tated, "It works ."
Hoplological typology does not attempt to derive artificial "types ," nor to cater to intellectual gymnas tics ; it
s tarts with types of weapons and s ys tems already in exis tence and s erves to edify all that they s tand for in relation to
the human organis m and its environment. That which is us ually allowed to pas s for des cription of artifacts in
anthropology and which is really more akin to analys is is not acceptable to hoplology. Nor does anthropological
elaboration of s tyle and function of artifacts neces s arily s atis fy hoplological criteria. A s ide from the general and
arbitrary loos enes s of anthropological terminology s uch as makes it inadequate when dealing with weapons , and the
almos t non-exis tent body of concepts and terms for dealing with combative s ys tems (the latter heavily freighted as
they are with valuative and cognitive factors and proces s es ), the anthropological interpretation of s tyle/function is
too heavily reliant upon etic pers pective with which to put a conceptual handle on matters of combative culture. The
hoplological pos ition is to contras t the etic and emic views becaus e they are complementary. Hoplology bas es its
typology on an overall cons ideration of five indices (his toric; s ocio-cultural; technological; functional;
morphological). W hen the information contained in thes e indices is integrated, at leas t under conditions of
theoretical idealis m, thes e indices exhaus t the potential of weapons and s ys tems in that no res idue of unexplained
facts remains ; all has been totally accounted for.
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ISLA M IC W EA PONS & SYSTEM S IN M A LA YSIA
Editor’s Note
Beginning with this present issue and continuing henceforth as a regular feature of HOPLOS is the section devoted to the study
of weapons, armor and accouterments as these artifacts relate to specific systems of combat. It is characteristic of hoplology to
treat combative artifacts not as isolates in the usual antiquarian approach that has for so long impoverished anthropological and
other studies, but rather to acknowledge that these artifacts are integral parts of the combative systems for which they were
intentionally designed and in which they were primarily intended to function. The standard hoplological macro-analysis
procedure which puts emphasis on descriptive identifications will be used to illuminate this important binary relationship. The
significance of the macro-analysis is important and far-reaching. This will be explained in the next issue (No. 2) of HOPLOS. In
the interim, hoplologists should study these examples in order to familiarize themselves with the units in the classification
scheme and attempt to relate the contents of these units to what they observe in the accompanying graphics. No attempt will be
made, however, to develop the more fully detailed micro-analytical and integrative hoplological research strategy in historicgenetic, socio-cultural, eco-technological, morphological, functional, behavioral, and ideological considerations. Data on these
latter micro-indices are available to scholars who may request such from the Center.

M acro-analys is : the weapon
category: bladed
group: metal/bone/leather
genus : knife
type: k erambit
s ub-type: M enangkabau M alay provenance
clas s : as ymmetrical compos ite/regular curved taperexpanding to unilateral offs et perforated circular ring buttend finial haft/regular marked curved bilateral tapercons tricting to acuminate point blade; partial double cutting
edges
order: combat

The Kerambit

Gripping the Kerambit;
Note the index-finger ring

The Kerambit in action in Buah M elaka style:
Upper cut to the groin area.

M acro-analys is : the s ys tem
category: extras omatic/s omatic
group: bladed/open hand
genus : s parring art
type: puk ulan
s ub-type: Buah M elaka combative tradition/Johor/M us lim
clas s : cut-s las h-s lice/rip-tear/s tab-piercepuncture/percus s -contus e-batter/s tun-benum-knockout
order: combat
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THE HOPLOLOGICA L GLOSSA RY
Editor’s note
Beginning with this present issue and continuing henceforth as a regular feature of HOPLOS is “The Hoplological Glossary”. In
the Glossary some of the most basic terms and concepts useful in the explanation of hoplological matters will be presented in an
effort to demonstrate the range ans precision of the hoplologist’s vocabulary. Hoplologists employ a comprehensively strict
vocabulary in order to avoid the errors, ambiguities, and resulting confusion found in disciplines wherein no standard vocabulary
exists, and the influence of any wooly-minded use of terminology on the field of hoplology.

A bs tract
In the s tudy of hoplology, wherein the inves tigator is attempting to focus finely on the multitude of factors
concerning the origins , natures , and developments of weapons and their s ys tematic us es by organis ms at any level of
s ocial complexity, the careful choice and us e of terms and concepts is es s ential. A t s take here is the is s ue of
dis covering es s entials , that is , things that inform us accurately about the entire holis tic package - - the who, what
when, why, how, and where - - that is the object of our s tudy and, moreover, of announcing thes e dis coveries by
communicating with others s o that the dis coveries may be of s ome value to mankind in general rather than be s imply
a body of academically dis tancing, unus ed information and facts . In this s ection we s hall explore the hoplologis t’s
s tandard vocabulary which is directed toward the s tipulated goals , but which, nevertheles s , is undergoing cons tant
tes ting and revis ion.

ON BEING LEA F-SHA PED, LA NCEOLA TE, ETC., ETC.
A ny s urvey of literature that has neem created outs ide the realm of hoplology quickly reveals the abundant
us e being made of s ubjective and impres s ionis tic terms to des cribe the phys ical s hapes of artifacts and/or their
component parts . The pos itively inane choices of words therewith being applied to the ques t of clarity are exceeded
in number only by the ambiguities they produce. For example, what can we logically be expected to unders tand
about an artifact’s s hape that is des cribed with generically loos e terms like: “leaf-s haped”, and “lanceolate”? Thes e
two terms , long continued in popular us e and s till obtaining today throughout des criptive literature, are about as
unders tandable as if we s aid that s omething was “rock-s haped”, or animal-s haped”. Jus t a little bit of thought on the
multitude - - a pos s ibly endles s array - - of morphological configurations that are s ubs umed by the major cons tituent
words in thes e terms (“leaf”, “lance”) s hould cue the fact that thes e terms are better left for times when it is our
expres s intention to confus e or mis inform. That the writer’s dependence on thes e terms reveals a lack of fitnes s with
des criptive clarity s hould be obvious .
Other equally egregious choices of words run rife throughout des criptive literature: “helmet”, “s word”,
“s pear”, “club”, “s hield”, and “axe” are commonly us ed as prefixes for the us ual s uffixes “-s haped” or “-like”.
A dditionally, we find numerous references to an artifact or a component part being: s poon, s hell, cup, dis h, bean,
nut, root, drum, barrel, wheel, berry, saus age, s hoe, and even, carrot “-s haped” or “like”. The lis t is much longer, but
the point is clear is that des criptive writing which depends on thes e terms can only lead to confus ion over the
uncertainty about what is meant.
There is yet another as pect here. Each of the above terms has its archaic Latin and/or Greek preform word
which, if us ed, for many of us at leas t, makes neces s ary s ome time-cons uming lexical s padework. Given in their
Latin/Greek forms there is little hope of gaining any ins tant recognition of the meanings of thes e words . For
example, when we read that s omething is ens iform in s hape (from L. ensis, meaning “s word”), thos e of us who got
s atis factory grades in Latin may not s tumble until the moment we are forced to as k ours elves what is it that the writer
is trying to s ay when he s ays the artifact is “s word-s haped”? Given the thous ands s word (blade) s hapes ranging from
s traight, curved, hooked, curved-recurved, s tepped, angled blades and s lender, wide, s hort, and long combinations of
thes e morphological configurations that come to mind, we go away not knowing precis ely what we had hoped to find
out. It is even more frus trating to run into a real lexical s nag. A t the time that our hand model home dictionary does
not clue us as to what the writer really means when he des cribes s omething as being “cas s ideous ”; we may eagerly
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s curry for the jumbo library edition in the hope that we are att leas t onto s omething big. There, our jumbo edition
informs s that the s omething “cas s ideous ” is “helmet-s haped” or “helmet-like” (from L. cassis, cassidis, meaning
“helmet”). Now, if this is in reference to a helmet its elf we are immediately enlightened, but when this word is us ed
in reference to s ome other kind of artifact component part that the writer s ees being “helmet-s haped” we can only
wonder, cons idering the thous ands upon thous ands of helmet des igns , which one it is that he has in mind.
The criticis m has been made. A s s tated it is not neces s arily agains t the us e of terms in any form, for if the
term tells the s tory, it may be us ed. But this is jus t the point! W hichever word or words are chos en, the image they
create mus t conform to what is being des cribed; accuracy, and adequacy are keyed by the choice of terms . It s hould
be expected that s eldom will a s ingle term be capable of achieving this , and thus it is the hoplologis t’s tas k to avoid
generic loos enes s while at the s ame time not being verbos e. How then can meaningles s terms s uch as “leaf-s haped”,
“lanceolate”, “helmet s haped”, and others be s ubs tituted in hoplological s tudy?
The s olution lies in the pres ent Center to s ingle out ant put immediate clos ure on the terms (and concepts )
ill-s uited for us e in hoplology, hows oever time-honored they may be in other dis ciplines . This enormous tas kis an
ongoing project which will eventually res ult in the publication of a hoplological glos s ary. That hoplologis ts are
cooperating in this effort is an encouraging s ign of their res ult belief that the inherent elas ticity in words thems elves
need not s pell out dis tortions in meaning the which they are as s igned.

HOPLOLOGICA L TERM INOLOGY
Jos eph Tartaglia
Field Hoplologis t

In the Volume 1, Number 3 is s ue of HOPLOS, the problem of terminology was brought forward with
res pect to terms and concepts as s ociated with profes s ional jargon us ed by "in" and "out" groups , that is , the emic
vers us the etic interpretation of a word. A llow me to air a few very bas ic thoughts of my own.
W ho can validly deny that jargon is a neces s ary s pecial language us ed by all groups of profes s ionals or
crafts men in any particular field? The need for and us e of jargon is inevitable. Laymen, however, may come to know
and unders tand the languages of the profes s ional (jargon) through pers onal interes t or pos s ibly by s ome kind of
"os mos is ." No matter, for the reality of knowing any s pecial language as it is us ed by a group of profes s ionals exis ts
and is s o well known that I need not cite s pecific examples . But this does not neces s arily indicate that the knower is
either "in" or "out" of the group us ing the jargon. One might know the jargon quite well and s till be very "out": on
the other hand, s omeone might know the jargon but s till not be able to practice that profes s ion or craft in s pite of
being highly qualified to do s o. W hat I am trying to s ay, and I feel very s trongly about this , is that mere knowledge
of terms does not by its elf include or exclude one from members hip in the group us ing that jargon, and,
cons equently, thos e of us e who practice hoplology s hould not over-emphas ize the point.
However, I do not mean to s ay that there s hould not be a clarification of terms and concepts us eful to the
hoplologis t. Becaus e hoplology is an interdis ciplinary/multi-dis ciplinary s tudy and, moreover, is international in
organization, scope and application, there is a very great need for a common language to articulate its many and wide
ramifications . Thos e hoplologis ts who may wis h to permit hoplology to continue to intermingle with and s upport,
and to be s upported by other dis ciplines , mus t devis e a profes s ional vocabulary that is both internationally
recognized and unders tood. The hoplologis t mus t s tandardize the terminology he us es by retaining time-tes ted and
us eful words and concepts s uch as hold no ambiguities for the res earcher; replacing thos e words and concepts that
are obvious ly s hop-worn, or erroneous , and therefore, inadequate for explication of the hoplological point of view.
Towards this priority end s urely it will als o be neces s ary to create s pecial terms (jargon) where there currently are
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none to elucidate hoplological cons iderations . In the proces s of es tablis hing a hoplological glos s ary, however, we
mus t not expect to come up with an entirely "culture-free" vocabulary.
The name of weapons , s ys tems , or concepts linked to combative s tudy that are already well defined within
ethnic traditions will bes t be kept in their original forms . I cite only two ethnic examples with which I am mos t
familiar to illus trate my point: ryu (martial tradition) and zanshin ("remaining form") in Japanes e, semangat ("vital
force") and langk ah (s tepping patterns ) in M alay--there are countles s tens of thous ands more--are terms /concepts
that mus t neces s arily be mas tered in their native terminological form. There is no way around the problem of
rendering thes e and other term/concepts into s imple Englis h equivalents ; the hoplologis t mus t know and unders tand
them as the ethnic referents they are. So, whether German, French, Tamil, or Swahili, s ome hoplological terms and
their meanings will, of neces s ity, retain their ethnic bas e. Unles s we are prepared to train ours elves in this way we
will be guilty of dis tortion of crucial ideas and concepts each time we force them into fals e cultural environments .
Therewith, we will be obs curing the very es s entials that we profes s to clarify and unders tand.

HOPLOS POTPOURRI

A nnouncements
1. The Terminology Project Committee Chairman for 1980 is Hunter A rms trong, Res earch A s s ociate of the Center,
now res ident in Japan. M r. A rms trong will be as s is ted by Center Res earch A s s ociates Larry E. Bieri, Don Dixon, and
M eik Skos s , and will coordinate all as pects of this important work. Contributors may contact the Chairman at the
HOPLOS addres s .
2. Every s ubs criber to HOPLOS will be provided gratis with an annual index by s ubject matter and author's name.
The index for the firs t volume year 1979 will be s ent under s eparate cover.
3. Don Dixon, Res earch A s s ociate in Honolulu, is Coordinator for 1980 s earch-find-compile efforts on bibliographic
res ource materials (textual, audio, and vis ual) in connection with projects of the Center.
Corrections
A ttention is called to the following editorial overs ights :
Hunter A rms trong article, "The Portibi Option" in HOPLOS Vol. 1, No. 7; on page 3, line 4, s ubs titute
"talwar" for "taulwar."
"Sir Frederick Pollock entry, Selected Background Reading" in HOPLOS Vol. 1, No. 7; on page 7,
s ubs titute "Pollock" for "Pollack."

A nnouncement
In connection with the Center project of s earching world literature for the earlies t appearance of the word
"hoplology," Center Res earch A s s ociate Don Dixon, Honolulu, reports the us e of the word in an article by E. Banks ,
in Sarawak Museum Journal, Volume 4, Part III, No. 14, 1935, entitled "Hoplology in Sarawak." A s far as is
known, this is the las t us e of the word "hoplology" until the writings of Donn F. Draeger, in connection with his
revitalization and reorganization of hoplology in the late 1950's .
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M artial Study in Japan
Larry E. Bieri, Center Res earch A s s ociate, has been accepted by the headmas ter of the Tens hin Shoden
Katori Shinto Ryu for s tudy. M r. Bieri has s pent many years in Japan in connection with s pecialized martial s tudy in
various other ryu, but will now concentrate on the teachings of Japan's oldes t martial tradition.

Bibliography of the M ilitary Sabre A rticle
A llans on-W inn, R.G. and Phillipps -W olley, C. Broad-Sword and Single-Stick ... "The A ll-England Series ." London:
George Bell & Sons , 1890.
Blair, Claude. European & American Arms, c. 1100-1850. NY: Bonanza Books , 1962.
Burton, Captain Sir Richard Francis . The Book of the Sword. London: Chatto & W indus , 1884.
Cas tle, Egerton. Schools and Master of Fence. 3rd ed. York, Penn.: George Shumway, 1969.
Dennis on, Colonel George T. A History of Cavalry from the Earliest Times, With Lessons for the Future. 2nd ed.
London: M acmillan, 1913.
Ffoulkes , C.J. and Hopkins on, E.C. Sword, Lance and Bayonet--A Record of the Arms of the British Army and Navy.
Cambridge: 1938.
Selected Background Reading
Baras h, David. The Whispering Within. New York, Harper & Row, 1979.
Bertalanffy, Ludwig von. General System Theory. New York, Braziller, 1968.
Biek, Leo. Archaeology & the Microscope. London, Lutterworth Pres s , 1963.
Demmin, A . Weapons of War. 1870.
Eliade, M ircea. Cosmos & History. New York, Free Pres s , 1979.
Inoue Tats uo, Kumaso to Hayato (in Japanes e). Tokyo Kyoikus ha, 1978.
Jums ai, M .L. M anchi. Popular History of Thailand. Namgkok, Chalarmnit, 1926.
Lis s auer. Zeitschrift fur Ethnologie (in German). Berlin, 1905.
W oo-keun Han. The History of Korea. Honolulu, Eas t-W es t center, 1970.
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EA RLY W EA PONS: Part I of II
Jos eph R. Tartaglia
Field Hoplologis t

M an has us ed weapons throughout recorded his tory. Even earlier evidence of man's combative culture
appears in grave s ites of prehis toric man which contain ornaments , pottery, and weapons . W hy man has developed
weapons and has us ed them agains t his own kind is a philos ophical and ps ychological ques tion which is not within
the s cope of this paper, the object of which is s imply to probe s ome of the evolutionary proces s es and res ults s uch as
relate to man's weapons and as can be es tablis hed by available evidence.
W e can s peculate on the origins of certain weapons , s uch as the s ling and the bow, knowing that they appear
in their fully developed forms at the beginning of recorded his tory. But the origins of others , such as the knife, s pear,
mace, and axe can be more reliably deduced. A long s tick that was us ed to jab at an animal or enemy became, when
s harpened at one end, or fitted with a s harp piece of bone at one end, a s pear. A s maller, pos s ibly heavier s tick would
have been us ed as a club. The s tone, when man began to work it and attached it to a s tick, made pos s ible the
development of the mace and the axe. W ith the advance of metallurgy all weapons can be more eas ily traced in their
development from s imple ins truments to more technically s ophis ticated models . Becaus e the prototype of s ome metal
weapons made from natural, peris hable materials s uch as wood or bone, we know that man, in his s earch for more
durable materials , eventually reproduced thes e archaic models in bronze.
M os t repres entatives of pre-copper and bronze weapons that have s urvived the centuries are made of rock,
s uch as flint, obs idian, and other lithic materials . Thes e pieces cons is t of arrow heads , s pearheads , mace heads , and
axes . Their morphological features s how that much thought and time went into their development and manufacture.
Figures 1, 2, and 3 res pectively, are s ketches of an Egyptian flint arrow head, a M es opotamian fluted limes tone mace
head, and a hematite axe head, all three dating from the fourth millennium B.C. or earlier.
M an became better able to defend hims elf when he was able to build walled towns and cities and s tarted to
mas ter the us e of metals . Copper was the eas ies t and mos t malleable to work and needed the leas t amount of
technology for its production. Copper tools and weapons were produced, but becaus e of the inherent s oftnes s of
copper, s uch ins truments were uns uited for hard or prolonged us e. The s earch for a harder metal led to the dis covery
of bronze. The area known as lower M es opotamia, which compris ed a number of city-s tates s uch as Kis h, Nippur,
Babylon, Ur, and Sumer, has been credited with the dis covery of bronze, ca. 3100 B.C. Hallow and Simps on s ugges t
that converging trade routes , bringing copper and tin from different areas , coupled with a s carcity of s uitable s tone
for tools and weapons , may have been prime factors in the experimentation which led to the dis covery of bronze.1

2.
M esopotamian
Fluted Limestone
M ace Head

1.
Egyptian Flint
A rrow Head

W ith the introduction of bronze, stone weapons were faithfully copied in the new material. A s the
potentialities of bronze began to be unders tood, weapons --s words , daggers , and axes --were re-des igned to increas e
their efficiency; mace heads and arrow heads , however, had already reached their peak in technical development.
Figure 4 s hows a s ketch of a bronze arrow head and javelin head found in Iran; thes e date from the early firs t
millennium B.C. with no changes in des ign compared to the Egyptian arrow head (Figure 1), which is more than
three thous and years older.2
A long with changes in the des ign of axes and knives , there was als o wides pread copying of weapons
throughout wes tern A s ia. "In the early third millennium the remarkable s imilarity of metal types all over wes tern
A s ia s ugges t that s miths in different areas were in clos e contact with each other and that there mus t have been a
center s ituated in a metalliferous area where s miths could learn their trade, and then return home and invent or
improve local types ."3 Various s ites have been s ugges ted as the loci of metallurgical centers : Galicia, the Caucas us ,
the Kuban-Terek region at Nohovoveghna.4 Coupled with this alleged center of learning theory for the production of
weapons is the allegation that itinerant metal s miths were welcomed everywhere, and were able to travel freely
among the city-s tates of half the then-known world. Any improvement in weapon manufacture was quickly s pread
and was often adopted by military leaders . However, this dis s emination of technology and information did not mean
the abandonment of the older des igns , many of which remained in us e and were produced for centuries thereafter.
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Daggers in the beginning of the "Bronze A ge" (c. 3100 B.C.) were "... leaf-s haped and only s lightly curved
in s ection, the rivets in the tang ens ured that the hilt and blade remained s ecurely fas tened together when us ed..." 5
(Figure 5). This kind of dagger was in us e well into the s econd millennium B.C.; it fell into dis us e in Babylon after
the Sargonid period (c. 2600-2200 B.C.). Though thes e daggers were an improvement over s tone knives , the metal
blades may have had a flaw: the bronze blades allegedly buckled when us ed. To correct this defect, a blade was
developed with a longitudinally dis pos ed midrib. The earlies t example of this type of blade has been found in Sumer
(Figure 6). A contemporary weapon, Figure 7, found in Babylon, had a s imilar feature to s trengthen the weapon. This
weapon des ign s pread to Iran at the end of the third millennium "... where it developed into a s hort s word." 6

5.
“Bronze A ge” Dagger

6.
Sumerian Dagger
Blade with M idrib

7.
Babylonian Dagger
with M idrib

The next major development in the dagger is s een at the beginning of the s econd millennium B.C. (Figure
8). This weapon is technically more advanced. The rigidity of the blade is completely ens ured by a wide central
flange. The s hape of the blade features s lightly concave bilateral cutting-edge margins widening out near the bas e of
the blade. Thes e features combine the advantages of the curved and s traight cutting-edged forms .7 This weapon,
found in M es opotamia and Syria in the s econd millennium B.C., was us ed as late as the mid-firs t millennium in
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Luris tan. During the third and s econd millennium B.C., daggers were continually being improved and were gradually
being lengthened into s words . W ith the development of armor, the dagger was us ed not s o much as a s las h-cut
weapon, but more as a thrus ting (s tab-pierce-puncture) weapon, and it played an important part in hand-to-hand
combat.

8.
M esopotamian
Dagger, 2n d
M illennium
9.
The so-called
Sickle-sword
The firs t s ignificant attempt to
develop a combined s las h-cut and chop-cleave
weapon came with the introduction of the s ocalled "s ickle-s word," which takes its name from its s hape (Figure 9). "In its more primitive form it mus t have
attempted to combine the advantages of the battle-axe and the cutting s word, yet the length between the hilt and
curved part of the blade s hows that it was invented primarily for us e in the s ame way as an axe." 8 The earlies t
s pecimens of "s ickle-s words " come from Chaldea, dating to 4000 B.C., and are made of copper. Repres entations of
this weapon in art forms of the Early Dynas tic II period (c. 2800-2700 B.C.) in Babylon s how the weapon as
s ymbolic of kingly power. The Stele of the Vultures (c. 2400 B.C.) s hows Eannatum, King of Lagas h, carrying this
type of weapon. In mos t cas es , the cutting-edge is on the concave portion of the blade. (to be continued)

Notes :
1. Hallow, W .W . and Simps on, W .K. The Ancient Near East: A His tory. New York, Chicago, San
Francis co, A tlanta; Harcourt Brace Johanovich Inc. 1971, pp. 29-33.
2. The author s ubmitted the des ign of this arrow head to aerodynamic engineers who s tated that at high
s peed, as us ed by jet aircraft, this aircraft des ign does reduce air drag; however, they were not s ure what effect the
des ign would have on an arrow head. It is pos s ible that there would ne a corres ponding reduction in air drag for the
comparatively reduced s peed of the arrow.
3. M axwell-Hys s op, R. Daggers and Swords in Western Asia, Iraq. VII, 1946, p. 4.
4. Ibid, p.4
5. Ibid, p.5 Here the author is guilty of us ing ambiguous terms : “leaf-s haped” has no precis e meaning and it
unclear what is meant by “s ection”.
6. Ibid, p.12
7. Ibid, p.14
8. Ibid, p. 41
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ISLA M IC W EA PONS & SYSTEM S IN M A LA YSIA & INDONESIA
M acro-analys is : the weapon
category: bladed
group: metal/bone
genus : knife
type: badek
sub-type: Kedah M alay provenance
clas s : as ymmetrical compos ite/regular abrupt curved flared
butt-s ection hilt; rectilinear s traight blade bilateral
taper-cons tricting point-s ection to acuminate point;
s ingle cutting edge.
order: combat
M acro-analys is : the s ys tem
category: extras omatic/s omatic
group: bladed/open hand/foot
genus : compos ite art
type: silat
s ub-type:
Lela Pahlawan combative
tradition/Kedah/M us lim
clas s : cut-s las h-s lice/s tab-pierce-puncture/s tunbenumb/knockout/s trangle-choke/lockcontrol-dis joint/parry block-cover
order: combat/ceremonial

The Lela Pahlawan Badek in action. Note the pinchgrip. Photo s hows action agains t badek attack with
s imultaneous evas ion and counter-attack.
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THE NA TURE OF THE M A CRO-A NA LYSIS
The macro-analys is of weapons /weapon-us eable objects /s ys tems is intended to be a s ynoptical pres entation
of the s ubject by which it is provided a convenient index or s earch-guide to the vas t array of world weapons and
combative s ys tems . M oreover, the macro-portion of the hoplological analys is fixes with certainty each
weapon/weapon-us able object/s ys tem not only in terms of its own overall culture-bound s cheme of clas s ification but
in the much broader trans -cultural, pan-his torical relations hip that joins weapons (weapons -us able objects ) and
s ys tems where they exis t or once exis ted.
In the s tandard method of clas s ification pres ently in us e by Center hoplologis ts s even dis tinct units
compris e the macro-analys is s cheme. Thes e are:
category : a broad unit of clas s ification that is repres entative of a general feature or characteris tic s uch as
indicates both a primary intended des ign and function for a weapon/weapons -us able
object/s ys tem.
group : a unit of clas s ification that is des criptive of the major materials of which the weapon (weapons us able object) is made, or the dominant mode by which the s ys tem is activated.
genus : a clas s ification that is repres entative is s pecific primary technical characteris tics of form s uch as
limit and define the determining features of a weapon/weapon-us able object/s ys tem for
members hip in this unit.
type : a unit of clas s ification s tated in the s pecific ethnemic cultural term for a weapon/weapon-us able
object/s ys tem, the features of which it s hares with all other more-or-les s alike.
s ub-type : a unit of clas s ification lis ting the formal proper name (if any) of a weapon/weapons -us able
object/s ys tem in ethnemic cultural terms that may carry with it the identification and s ignificance
of its combative tradition, its geographical location-dis tribution, and its s ocio-ethnic preferences .
clas s : a unit of clas s ification that repres ents the outs tanding determining features or technical
characteris tics of s tructure and form among clas s ification of genus .
order : a unit of clas s ification that repres ents the s ocio-cultural role of type of a weapon/weapon-us able
object/s ys tem.

HOPLOLOGICA L GLOSSA RY

CUTTING EDGE

6

In hoplological terms the word “edge”, taken alone makes reference to an
extreme border that if formed by the inters ection of two inters ecting dis s imilar planes .
Unles s this formal s ens e of the word is recognized and applied in the s tudy of weaponry,
the hoplologis t cannot delineate the multiple complexities inherent in weapon may be
multi-edged and yet have abs olutely no cutting edge or edges as in the cas e of the Chines e
Kan, a s hort length of wood or metal of the s taff/s tick/club category of weapons , the
cros s -s ection of the body of which has varied patterns . If the kan has an octagonal cros s -
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s ection, to cite one pos s ible cas e, it features eight edges , none of which is intended to be a
cutting edge. Or, one or more of thes e edges may be des igned as a cutting edge.
In order to accommodate all common peculiarities of weapons morphology,
the hoplologis t s ays “cutting edge” when he means an edge that has been s harpened. This
thin working edge of a weapon is by the very nature of its phys ical properties and
configuration, that which confers trenchant qualities and capacities on the weapon. A
cutting edge which has been deliberately dulled to the extent that its trenchant effect is
entirely abs ent is referred to as a “rebated edge” and s hould be dis tinguis hed from what is
s imply a cutting edge gone dull.
Hoplologis t thus reject time-honored expres s ion s uch as “edged weapons ”,
“edge of the blade”, and other s imilar terms ; they are timeworn and are no longer
adequate when making accurate des criptive analys is of weapons .

LET M E COUNT THE W A YS: Part I
Donn F. Draeger
Director, International Hoplological Res earch Center

Having proved to the apparent s atis faction of s ome of the more important but once-dubious s cholars in the
academic world that the term "hoplology" was not one that had been coined by me to cover a rather nebulous field of
s tudy (created by me), but rather that the word has always appeared in the better dictionaries , where it is des criptive
of a recognized nineteenth-century dis cipline s temming from the pioneer efforts of Sir Richard Burton and others , it
now remains to broaden pres ent-day academia's horizon about the nature of hoplology. To the rhetorical ques tion,
"W hat is hoplology?", however, mus t be added thos e of the remaining critics , primarily thos e in anthropology, who
are unable to unders tand hoplology as a s cience in its own right. Part of the anthropologis t's problem here s tems from
the overt fact that the core focus of hoplology--weapons and combative s ys tems --has been a s adly neglected field of
inquiry in anthropology. That one of man's firs t major technologies in all ages --the making of weapons and the
as s ociated ways of us ing them--s hould have continually es caped the concentrated attention of the anthropologis t over
the more than one-century his tory of his dis cipline is s urely a fact as remarkable as it is embarras s ing to him. That
this gros s neglect mus t, and will continue, is a pres cient declaration that I hope to make quite clear.
Some anthropologis ts , while admitting negligence on their part in the s tudy of weapons and s ys tems and at
the s ame time, generous ly granting primacy to hoplology for that s tudy, nevertheles s , look upon hoplology as being a
new and s omewhat ins ubs tantial s ub-field of anthropology. They vis ualize hoplology as being only a des criptive
method cum s cience, lacking any theoretical bas e, being devoid of hard data, and without any well-directed aims and
goals . I cons ider thes e allegations mos t worthy of repudiation, and s hould like to begin by taking the good advice
s ugges ted in the old familiar vers e: "Let me count the ways ...," were it not for the limitations of s pace impos ed upon
me. But I will s ort out and mention a few of the important ways by which hoplology its own dis cipline.
Firs t to be pointed out is that the intrins ic overall s cope of hoplology lies well beyond the legitimate s tudy
range of anthropology (or any other dis cipline for that matter), that is , the former exceeds by far the recognized
anthro-limits of the latter. This is clearly s tated in one working definition for hoplology which is in us e by Center
res earchers and which identifies hoplology as the s tudy of the bas is and patterns and relations hips of combativenes s
in all levels of social complexity. The original documentary warrant charging hoplology with the res pons ibility for
making s cientific approach to the s tudy of combativenes s beyond that found in the human organis m was is s ued by
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Burton (The Book of the Sword: 1884: 6): "...Hoplology, the s cience of arms and weapons of offence and defens e,
human and bes tial..." Unfortunately, modern dictionaries in the Englis h language (Oxford; W ebs ter; Funk-W agnall)
do not reflect accurately this s eminal pos ition on hoplology. Their definitions of hoplology are not explicit with
res pect to the total s cope of hoplology becaus e, perhaps , they are bas ed on the once us eful, but now moribund,
as s umption that only man is capable of making and us ing weapons . Moreover, becaus e thes e one-s ided definitions
bear enormous cons equences for the future cours e of hoplology, affecting as they do the very s tructure, res earch
s trategies , and methods of hoplology, hoplologis ts reject thes e definitions and ins is t that they be revis ed. Toward that
end thus it was then and is now, in the light of the emerging new s ynthes is of s cientific dis ciplines , that I and my
colleagues began the reformation of hoplology in the late nineteen fifties without any intention of limiting its s cope
exclus ively to the s tudy of combativenes s in man.
W hereas the hoplologis t may choos e to concentrate on making an inves tigation of man's combative
behavior, therewith s eeking in weapons and combative s ys tems a more comprehens ive explanation of man's adaptive
res pons es to his bios ocial environment, the hoplologis t is not expres s ly cons trained by his dis cipline to do s o. He
may otherwis e, if he s o wis hes , make the s tudy of combativenes s in other organis ms his s pecialty and, in turn, s eek to
us e the findings of that s pecial s tudy to better illuminate the parameters of man's combative capacities and behavior
in terms of the biological, humanis tic, and ps ychos ocial as pects of human nature. A nd there is no dis junction
whats oever here for hoplology when it is realized that in all ages combative man has been a very ardent obs erver of
animal and plant life, of nature facts , and of natural phenomena. He has gained s ignificant ins ights into the
development of weapons and s ys tems from his detailed obs ervations of the natural world and, as the hoplologis t well
knows and can demons trate, many of man's weapons and s ys tems bear the indelible imprint of s uch obs ervations .
A nother dimens ion thus intrudes importantly here upon the dyadic relations hip that is the weapons -s ys tems matrix,
and this , together with the verities of the natural world, res ults in complexities unexpos ed by a mere detailing in
des criptive analytic fas hion the morphologies of weapons and combative s ys tems , albeit that even the latter bas ic
tas k has been habitually overlooked by anthropologis t.
Included in this dimens ion is the s tudy of the genetic and cognitive as pects of combativenes s which may lie
beyond the influence of operant cultural conditioning. Here hoplology probes within, and calls for as s is tance from
the realms of s ocio-biology and behavioral s cience in its s earch for the identification of innate behavioral tendencies
that are genetically inherited, as well as the identification of the s pecific behavioral mechanis ms by which to explain
how s uch innate tendencies may influence combative behavior. A lthough hoplology is intimately concerned with the
s tudy of the behavioral wis dom accumulated genetically in the innate motivation s ys tem, it does not ignore the
impact of the organis m's experience with his phys ical and s ocial environments which, in the cas e of man, introduces
a further evaluative dimens ion involving an acquired s ys tem of pers onal values s uch as affect the human tendency to
make decis ions in terms of thos e values .
For thes e reas ons , and many more, the important facet of the man-natural world relations hip expres s ed in
combative behavior lies well beyond the expertis e of anthropologis ts , requiring as it does the attention of highly
trained hoplologis ts .
(to be continued)
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HOPLOS POTPOURRI
Extracts From Letters
1. A rino M attos , Brazil: 10 December 1979. "I believe in M arch I'll be in the United States , Arizona, to s tudy with
Jeff Cooper at Guns ite. If everything goes well in July I'll be in Tokyo for the Sanno's program. Until then I'll be
preparing s ome material for HOPLOS: photos , movies , etc."
2. M atthias W enderoth, W es t Germany: 17 December 1979. M atthias is currently a doctoral candidate at heidelberg
Univers ity majoring in modern languages (German, French, Englis h). He has been conducting a bibliographic s earch
of univers ity libraries for rare old works bearing on hoplology, s pending cons iderable time and effort in obtaining
xerox copies for the center files , mos t recently, the clas s ical work on weapons by M ax Jahns . "If I can help you in
your work, let me know... bes t wis hes . Thank you, Matthias . You certainly will be hearing from us s oon with regard
to locating more old German books .
3. Roald Knuts en, England: 27 December 1979. "I have really got down to work on apprais ing Hans Talhoffer's
Fechtbuch of the year 1467, with work done a the Britis h M us eum and from photo-copies at my leis ure here at
home. Initially I am analyzing each form--there are 270 beautiful detailed drawings in the original ms --and
trans lating the German text to each drawing. Some parts I am not competent to make comment on (us e of s hields for
fighting, one-handed s words mans hip, us e of dagger, us e of s word and buckler...) but limit mys elf at pres ent to thos e
long s ections dealing with the long s word and Lucerne Hammer. A t a later s tage, pos s ibly, you can recommend
s omeone who would be able to look at thes e other s ections for me?"
A nnouncements
The Univers ity of M aryland (Far Eas t) announces UCSP 198: A Survey of the Asian Martial Arts to be given 12-13
A pril, at Yokota A ir Bas e, Tokyo. This cours e will examine the martial culture of A s ia from the hoplological point
of view. Special emphas is will be given to the martial arts (bujuts u) and martial ways (budo) of Japan. This one
s emes ter hour cours e will carry credit in A s ian s tudies and Japanes e s tudies . The ins tructor is Donn F. Draeger who
will be as s is ted by Phil Relnick and IHRC Res earch A s s ociates : Hunter A rms trong, Larry Bieri, and M eik Skos s .

Selected Background Reading
A miot, P. L’Art Militaire des Chinois. Paris , 1772
Blanch, H.J. A Century of Guns. London, 1909
Boutell, Charles . Arms and Armor. London 1872
Claver, A lbet F. Spanish Arms and Armor. London, 1907
Drummond, James . Ancient Scottish Weapons. Edinburg, 1881.
Elgood, Robert, ed. Islamic Arms & Armor. London, Scholar Pres s , 1979
Hewitt, John. Ancient Armor and Weapons in Europe. 3 Vols ., Oxford and London, 1855-60
M onat, A lan and Lazarus , Richard, S. Stress & Coping. New York, Columbia Univers ity Pres s , 1977.
Suzuki His as hi, Hone (in Japanes e). Tokyo, Gakus eis ha, 1971.
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ERRORS AND OVERSIGHTS IN CASTLE'S
SCHOOLS AND MASTERS OF FENCE: Part I of II
Tom Conroy
Field Hoplologist
Egerton Castle's Schools and Masters of Fence from the Middle Ages to the Eighteenth Century is
essential in the study of the history of European fighting arts. In preparing "the condensed report of a valuable
collection of old books left in the author's care, and many others since discovered in the British Museum and
foreign libraries," Castle wrote the technical history of European fencing from 1500 to 1800. Ever since
Schools and Masters w as first published in 1884 it has formed the basis, for fact and opinion, of almost every
other treatment of fencing history. Scavengers and respectable historians have done no more than serve up
Castle's opinions cold, with mashed potatoes in the form of lavish illustration.
Castle w rote in an ethnocentric time, but he looked at the fighting systems of older days w ith older
culture in mind and older w eapons in his ow n hand. He examined his sources systematically, looking first to
the "various principles and actions [that] form the basis of the Art of Fencing": measure and distance, time,
guards, attacks, parries, and feints. He discussed in detail only the few books he thought fine or typical, but on
these books he readily ran through three or four thousand words of quotations and analysis--enough that
Schools and Masters itself can be used as a sort of universal manual. Castle's brilliant journalistic style is an
important asset, since pedantic writing breeds pedestrian thought, and dryness adds unjustly to the labor of
study. For the scholar, too, it's a long time betw een drinks.
Schools and Masters looks like a full history of European fencing, and later w riters have treated it as
exhaustive and infallible. How ever, it contains many oversights and misjudgments. These restrict Castle's
reliability to the main line development of Western point-fencing, the dominant European fighting art. Even
Castle's treatment of the main line can be faulted at some points. Castle's imitators have picked up his flaw s
more efficiently than his virtues. In this article I w ill describe a number of these flaw s.

I. Ill Treatment of The Minor Schools
Castle underrates most of the minor school, the ones w hich did not contribute much to the central
development of point-fencing.
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1) Castle based his opinion of the English Tudor school on George Silver's Paradoxes of Def ence
(1599), an argumentative tract. He felt that Silver w as vituperative and chauvinistic, and that he complained
about the Italian style out of spite and envy.
In 1884 the Paradoxes w as the only know n relic of the English school; but in the early '90's, a
manuscript manual by George Silver w as discovered in the British Museum (Bref Instructions upõ my
paradoxes of Def ence..., post 1604). The high quality of the Bref Instructions justifies many of Silver's
complaints. Especially significant is Silver's preference of the riposte (counterattack after completion of the
parry) over the time thrust (counterattack simultaneous w ith the parry). Castle believed that a preference for
the riposte w as one of the main superiorities of the French school; but Silver shows this preference half a
century before the French school crystallized.

2) In the decades around 1600, Spanish fencers w ere considered the deadliest in Europe. Castle w as
repelled by the geometric complications and circular emphasis of the Spanish school, and felt that its
reputation w as a result of the coolness and muscular strength gained in the long practice necessary to acquire
even the basics of the "faulty" Spanish school; a triumph over theory, not of theory.
Castle's claim that Spanish theory w as inferior w as based on the belief that straight actions and
simplification are superior, so that any system based on circular actions and complication must be inferior. He
w as, in fact, blinded to the distinctive excellences of the Spanish school by his linear prejudice and foil
background.
Further study of the Spanish school might confirm Castle's low opinion, although some of his
contemporaries disagreed with him. But further, sympathetic study is needed.

3) Castle treats the Italian rapier-play of the 16th century as the best of the time, and the German
rapier-play of the same period as inferior and derivative. He apparently based his opinion on the superior
quality of the Italian manuals. Some evidence suggest that German rapier practice w as better than Castle
thought, perhaps even good enough to influence the fencing of Italy.
Castle based his treatment of German rapier-play in the 16th century, as distinct from the native
w restling-based school, on only tw o manuals, Meyer's (1570) and Sutor's (1612). Meyer's rapier-play w as upto-date by Italian standards, although Castle masks this as best he can: Meyer's system is similar to Viggiani's,
first published in 1575 but written in 1560. Sutor's manual was forty years out of date when it w as published in
1612; but in the same decade that Italians reprinted Marozzo's manual of 1516 and Agrippa's of 1553, show ing
that adherence to outdated theory was no German specialty.
Ridolfo Capo Ferro w as, in Castle's opinion, the greatest of all rapier masters. Yet Rudolph Iron Hat
w as, according to his book's title page, "Master of the most excellent German Nation in the famous City of
Sienna." This probably means that he was fencing master at the college ("nation") for German students at the
University of Sienna, so he may have been neither German born nor German trained; but the possibility is
suggested.
As w ith the Spanish school, these traces do no more than cast some doubt on Castle's judgements. His
opinion may be correct, but it should be re-examined.
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4) Castle grossly slights edge-fencing. Because he lacked sensitivity to the use of the cutting edge, his
treatment is sparse and spotty. He analyzes no cutting manual in detail after Marozzo's (1517). He never saw
that the shift from a straight sword using chopping, to a curved sw ord using slicing actions, probably resulted
from the disuse of armor after 1680, and he even doubted the value of the slice. He did not see that cutting
systems sometimes centered on the moulinet (circular cut) on the w rist, sometimes on the shoulder, sometimes
on the elbow , w ith resulting alterations in effectiveness, defence, and the kinetic shape of the school. Castle
barely mentions the Austro-Hungarian military sabre style of the eighteenth century (not to be confused w ith
the modern Italo-Hungarian sporting sabre), and entirely ignores Italian edge-fencing; both are matters of
importance w hen 19th century developments are considered. Although 1800 is a good cut-off date for pointfencing, it is entirely arbitrary for edge-fencing; the history of the sabre duel and its modern offshoot, the
sporting sabre, lies mostly after about 1840.
The history of edge-fencing in Europe is still to be written. Although Castle turned up a number of
curious, obscure facts, his treatment of cutting is far less than adequate.

5) Castle says that from 1700 to 1800 the Italian fencers simply preserved the Italian school of the
1600's. But by the early 1800's there w ere actually three separate schools in Italy: the northern, the Neapolitan,
and the Sicilian. This error is important because the 20th-century foil style evolved from synthesis betw een the
French school and a synthesis-Italian style.
(to be continued)

THE HOPLOLOGICAL GLOSSARY

Abstract
Although devising definitions for basic terms and concepts in hoplology might seem to some persons
as being a w aste of time over the obvious and trivial, it is actually a problem of substantial dimensions. Man
has, in many instances, habitually diluted terms and concepts to the point of uselessness w here w e are unable
to achieve fine resolution on many important aspects of life such as might otherw ise help man to understand
and improve himself. This is especially true in the case of the combative realm w here coarse and shifting
nomenclatural systems force us to take on the heavy freight of bogus meanings and ambiguities. Hoplology
urges us to desist from such gross misuses; w e are urged to tighten our meanings of terms and concepts in
order to make more understandable that w hich w e seek ro explain. But a caveat here. To stumble out if the
semantic morass and fall headlong into the terminological abyss w ill accomplish nothing. A careful choice and
use of w ords and concepts in hoplology is a matter of the utmost importance and must alw ays remain a priority
study.

THE MARTIAL CONCEPT
One of the most provocative words today w ith w hich the hoplologist must concern himself is
“martial.” Given the high degree of looseness w ith w hich this term is being used on an international scale (e.g.
“martial arts”; “martial artist”) it is no wonder that there is mass confusion as to w hat actually constitutes the
genuine article. The very fact that almost all persons w ho practice some kind of activistic discipline are w ont to
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style w hat they do as being a “martial art” is a care in point. Exponent of these disciplines literally struggle to
maintain a “martial” image, the nature of w hich is less real than imagined. In many cases these exponents are
overtly indignant w hen they are informed that w hat they do is not at martial art at all. It is common to find even
the most pacifistic of indaviduals symptomatic of an interesting and deep-lying psychology which w e w ill not
pursue her, but in passing it should be mentioned that this attitude is a w idely distributed international
phenomenon. Exponents of Japanese aiki-do, karate-do, kendo, judo, and other do forms are convinced that
their speciality is martial in nature. Furthermore, lesser know n systems as Thai muay, Philippine arnis/escrima,
Korean Tang su/taekwon-do, Malay silat and others are habitually referred to as “martial arts”. None of the
aforementioned disciplines are genuine martial arts. A substantial number of these are not even fighting arts.
For the average person perhaps this lack of clarity is really unimportant and of no consequence. But
this uniformed use of the w ord “martial” is responsible for the general public’s (including the exponents’)
misconceptions. The inane antics perpetuated on the movie and TV screens, and the badly informed w riters of
popular responsible for this wide misunderstanding. For the researcher, however, unless this erroneous
understanding if the martial concept is corrected, there are a great many important significances and insights
about man’s social history and behavior that w ill remain undetected.
On hoplological terms, the word “martial” is given a very restricted meaning, as is consistent w ith the
original intent of the w ord. As a subset of the combative concept, “martial” refers only to the attributes and
activities of the professional warriors, the latter being a privileged aristocratic hereditary social class w ho
engage in a life of discipline as is connected w ith all aspects of the combative realm.
Thus, by extension, martial arts are the monopoly of the w arrior class, systems of combat developed
by and for an elite professional group of fighting men for the ultimate purpose of group solidarity - the closed
social nexus. The use of w eapons and protective equipment/facilities for battlefield use are the salient
characteristics of martial systems. Martial arts are, therefore, entities distinct from civil systems of fighting, the
latter w hich are devised by heterogeneous social units in the plebian segments of society. Civil fighting arts
may not employ systematic use of weapons, may or may not consider the use of protective equipment/facilities,
and are primarily methods of personal self-def ense which are not related to battlefield conditions. Further
distinctions exist betw een martial and civil entities, but they w ill be discussed here. Nor is the nature and
characteristics of disciplines other than fighting arts (e.g. recreation/sports; cultism-enlightenment, etc.)
included here in as much as w e are concerned w ith the martial concept in w hich they find no place.
A w ell-know n maxim in hoplology states: Not all arts are fighting arts; not all fighting arts are martial
arts. This apparent paradox may be explained w hen it is understood that some of the systems intrinsic to
martial arts and are adjunct systems in combat, not concerned directly w ith techniques of direct encounter. In
the realm of Japanese martial arts (ko bujustu/shin bujustu), bajustu (horsemanship) is an adjunct martial
system in support of actual methodsof combat, but is not itself a fighting art. The latter portion of the paradox
is resolved by recalling what has already been said earlier in this article.
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ISLAMIC WEAPONS & SYSTEMS IN MALAYSIA & INDONESIA

category:
group:
genus:
type:
sub-type:

order:

category:
group:
genus:
type:
sub-type:

class:

order:

HOPLOS

Macro-analysis: the w eapon
staff/stick/club
w ood
club
gontar
Sumatran Menangkabua/Bukit-tinggi/Muslim/Silat Patai
symmetrical self/regular straight taper-expanding to head haft;
flanged butt-end finial/regular shouldered base bilateral
curvilinear convex continuous rising head; straight rectilinear
continuous dome
combat/domestic utility

Macro-analysis: the system
extrasomatic/somatic
bladed/arm-hand
composite art
Silat Menangkabau
Silat
Pataibukittinggi
Sumatra/Muslim
cut-slash-slice/riptear/pierce-stabpuncture/crushbruise-per-cusscontuse-batter/
distract-disorientintimidate/throw strangle-lock/stunbenumb-knockout
combat/religioussecular ceremonial
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FIELD NOTES
Hunter Armstrong
Research Associate
International Hoplological Research Center
After tw o field trips into Malaysia and one into northern Sumatra, it has become apparent to me that
one of the basic problems a field hoplologist has is to overcome a form of cultural bias; the bias his ow n
training can instill in him tow ards other w eapons/systems unless he is careful.
The field hoplologist should have some sort of combative training. This a necessary foundation w hich
allow s the hoplologist a more realistic and complete observation of the w eapon/system he is studying.
Unfortunately, this foundation can also easily be the basis of a bias, distorting the researcher's observation,
causing him to judge rather than strictly record.
It is imperative that the field researcher avoid the tendency to judge. Several considerations
concerning the w eapon/system must be taken into mind: historical, cultural, and topographical are a few of the
many influences that heavily affect the development of w eapons and systems. Moreover, the field researcher
must alw ays ask, under w hat conditions does the w eapon/system currently exist?
The researcher must also be careful about judging a w eapon/system by the man or w oman w ielding it.
An efficient w eapon/system can be rendered useless by a man who lacks the capability to apply it. On the other
hand, a strong man can make a relatively inefficient w eapon/system seem effective.
One of the most difficult problems for the researcher is to observe and understand the context for the
usage of the w eapon/system being studied; w eapons or techniques of fighting can seem to be meaningless or
ineffective if seen out of context. On several occasions I have observed systems which, in my opinion, seemed
to have little meaning and w ithout effect, only to find out at a later time that I had only view ed a portion of that
particular system, and that the "missing ingredient" totally altered my opinion of the effectiveness of the
system.
An example of this occurred at the time that I w as w atching a demonstration of pukulan, a fighting
system I first saw in Johor Baru in southern Malaysia. Pukulan basically uses short hooking punches and
strikes, often delivered from the right side. On first seeing pukulan, I thought it w ould be effective only if the
adversary w as about the same size or smaller than the w ielder of the system. In other w ords, I w as not
particularly impressed, especially considering the tendency to emphasize striking from one side. It w as later
pointed out to me that the exponents of pukulan usually carry a kerambit, a small knife w ith a curved, double
cutting-edged blade that protrudes from the bottom of the fist w hen held. The kerambit is practically
impossible to see w hen held in the hands of a skilled exponent of pukulan. Needless to say, I w as considerably
more impressed w ith the effectiveness of the system after coming to a fuller understanding of the context of the
system and w eapon.
Any research of w eapons/systems deserves a thorough, accurate, and impartial study of the
w eapon/system in its fullest possible context.
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LET ME COUNT THE WAYS: Part II
Donn F. Draeger
Director, International Hoplological Research Center

In appreciation of the limits of anthropology it is to be expected that the parameters and dynamics of
combative behavior over the w ide spectrum of living organisms have been so invisible to anthropologists as to
be beyond the pale of both their experience and view s of relevance. But the upshot of this general lack of
attention to combative behavior extends also to the man-natural w orld relationships w here, during the more
than one century of anthropological study, there has been a serious blunting of the anthropologist's capacity for
perceiving or conceiving the necessity for making any detailed examination of man's w eapons and combative
systems as an inseparable unit of study.
Anthropological literature does contain numerous and w idely scattered references to the study of
w eapons, but most of these take either the usual sterile archaeological or ethnographical approach. Neither
approach has any holistic command of its subject. We find, for example, page after page, ream upon ream, of
the archaeological focus on where a w eapon w as found (position and relationships in space) and how old it
may be (position in time) while the ethnologist displays his fascination w ith the nature of its decor (w hich in
many cases is not decor at all) and is only too ready to explain a weapon (w ith w hich he has no experience) in
cultural terms (kinship, social customs, institutions and organization, etc.) if he is able to do so. Both
archaeologist and ethnologist may make mention of general physical structure stated in terms of a w eapon's
overall shape and size and the shapes and sizes of its component parts in attempts to provide a description of
the w eapon's morphology. Except in the most pedestrian terms, w eapon function is never fully explored.
Whereas this failure may be excused in cases w herein specific w eapons are no longer extant in abundance, or
w herein evidence is lacking that the w eapon sample ever w as more than just an idiosyncratic self, the same
excuse should not be applied to extant w eapons. The ethnologist, when dealing w ith extant w eapons, as the
literature w ill bear out, continually fails to recognize the truism that weapons are alw ays made to articulate
specific combative systems, and it is that latter entity that must be examined emically if function is to be fully
understood.
Wendell H. Osw alt, an anthropologist, makes another critical point (An Anthropological Analysis of
Food-Getting Technology. NY: Wiley & Sons, 1976, pp. 34-35.). While not forgetful of the developmental
theories and grand design explanations of scholars such as Lew is H. Morgan, Karl Marx, V. Gordon Childe,
Augustus Henry Lane Fox Pitt-Rivers, Leslie A. White, and others, Osw alt says: "Technology has yet to
receive thoughtful evaluation as a central quality of culture among anthropologists... When technology is
discussed, it usually is presented as a secondary, or even tangential, quality...which is absurd.." Osw alt then
asks w ryly: "...w hy is it that anthropologists have not devoted more serious attention to the accretion of
technological know ledge?" Hoplologists add to Osw alt's w ell-taken point by proving that forgetful
generations of anthropologists have not really identified, much less investigated, the essentials about w eapons.
Anthropological studies of combativeness not only lack a clearly defined goal, but are w ithout any
appreciation of the inherent symbiotic relationship that lies betw een w eapons and combative systems. Also
absent in anthropology are the necessary terms, concepts, models, and methodology with w hich to investigate
the subject. In almost every case weapons have been literally w renched from their respective cultural contexts
and made to serve as antiquarian curiosities (the usual museology approach, divorced from the combative
systems w hich they w ere intentionally designed to articulate. I emphasize "almost" because, in Asia and the
Greater Pacific Basin area at least, only one notable exception comes readily to mind. In a study made by the
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eminent Kenneth P. Emory (Material Culture of the Tuamotu Archipelago. Pacific Anthropological Records,
No. 22, Bernice P. Bishop Museum, Department of Anthropology, 1975, pp. 119-135) Emory identifies some
indigenous Polynesian w eapons and attempts to relate them to a specific manner of combative use, that is, a
system. Although the result is incomplete for the lack of technical details, nevertheless, great credit is due this
discerning scholar w ho has recognized w hat most other anthropologists have not--the intrinsic unity of the
w eapons/ systems matrix and the importance of that study.
Some qualifiers are germane at this point. First, let it be understood that the hoplologist is acutely
aw are of a difficult problem for archaeologists, that of identifying an artifact as being a w eapon rather than the
possibility that it is a tool having served domestic-utility uses, and the further problem of discovering the
precise systematic use once made of the artifact under study. Just w hat does the archaeologist have in hand
w hen he removes a w eapon-like artifact from a dig? He may choose cautiously to identify it as a "point,"
"scraper," "blade," "knife, "chopper," "hand-ax," "sword," "dagger," "spear," and so forth, at times confusing
genus w ith function and, in general, because of inadequate insight and terminology, has little chance of tying
the necessary bond betw een the artifact and its intended w ay of use in a system. The w isdom of the
professional archaeologist in taking a position of suspended judgement on matters of artifact identification is
admirable, but this is just the point. The archaeologist is not trained to make qualified inferences on w eapon
identification (genus and type) and function; nor does he have methods at his disposal w ith w hich to make this
identification in the absence of such training. The hoplologist, how ever, is formally trained and does have the
necessary experience such as provides him w ith insights and methods by which to retrodict the nature of the
w eapon and the system it once may have articulated. I hope to discuss this matter in a future article.
Anther qualifier is that in stating the hoplological insistence for the treatment of w eapons and systems
as an indivisible unit of study, I do not necessarily mean how these tw o mutually supporting entities may be
utilized in the conduct of war. It is a basic fault of many anthropologists (scholars from other fields, too) to
make the quantum jump from "aggression" to "w ar"--all in one leap--therew ith, the inference that the
erroneous equation "combat equals w ar" is denotive of the w arp and w oof of man's combative behavior.
Whereas the biosocial evolution of the human organism is heavily freighted w ith combative action, on
hoplological terms one of the specific forms of combative action, w ar, appears to occupy but a small temporal
portion of that evolutionary scenario. At no time in the past does it appear that w ar, just as is the case today,
w as the most ongoing and most sustained form of man's combative actions. War is but one facet, extremely
important to be sure, but only one facet in the overall human combative realm. In making the conceptual leap
from combat to w ar the anthropologist demonstrates that he does not understand that not all combat is intended
to be scaled as w ar. It is highly probable that archaic man, just as is the case with modern man today, devoted
more time to combative training in a grossly civil context of application--religious and secular cultism,
promoting self-defense and group solidarity, subsistence, sport-recreation, self-perfection for roles of
leadership, and so forth--than for military/naval battlefield purposes. Obviously, here I have taken the reader
into a semantic jungle in w hich definitions of my terms loom important in understanding the points I am
attempting to make. Unfortunately, this must aw ait clarification at some later time.
Thus, the frequency and duration of w ar, how many men are mustered and how they are armed, how
they are deployed, as w ell as delineation of their objectives and the conduct of their campaigns, the aspects of
leadership and discipline, of security, logistics, strategies and tactics, the manner of fortifications, treatment of
prisoners, peace-making methods, cannibalism, the determination of how victory is gained and estimates of
losses incurred, and so forth, are among considerations in the study of w ar, but are not central issues in
hoplology. Anthropologists have observed/commented on these matters and other related aspects of w ar, albeit
that it is better that these things be left to professional experts in the field of military/naval science w ho have
the formal w herew ithal w ith w hich to comprehend and describe them.
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In this light, w ell-researched and highly acclaimed studies such as made by A.F. Vayda (Maori
Warfare. Wellington, New Zealand: Polynesian Society, Maori Monographs, No. 2. 1960) and numerous
others, utterly fail to meet hoplological criteria in that they do not pinpoint the essences of, nor give insights
into the w eapons/systems matrix. These studies deal, in the main, w ith externals, distal causes and effects as
noted by an etic investigator. To come to the understanding that there are gross limitations in etic reportage
requires considerable technical distance on the part of the researcher, that is, sufficient experiential learning in
combative disciplines, and I hope to expand upon that matter in a future article. Here I am only suggesting that
the hoplologist's model which details levels or orders of conflict such as comprise the entire range of man's
combative actions, taken or withheld, is necessary if the essences of combative behavior are to be understood.
From the level of non-physical contact kinds of conflict, to the push-and-shove scuffle and other kinds of
fighting, on to combat waged as w ar and in other w ays, at the opposite end of the conflict spectrum, each of
these major orders of conflict must be considered individually and then collectively in relation to the others in
order that w e may gain a finer focus on combative behavior. In this w ay, by means of the hoplological model,
combative behavior may be given finer resolution for the purpose of defining accurately and illuminating the
w eapons/systems matrix. When it is realized that the resultant scaling is being done by hoplologists on an
intra-personal, inter-personal, trans-cultural, pan-historic basis, the task w ill be seen to be a formidable one.
(to be continued)

HOPLOS POTPOURRI
Announcements
1. The IHRC is pleased to announce the establishment of professional liaison w ith the Society of ArcherAntiquaries, the latter organization formed for those interested in the history and development of the bow .
Cooperation betw een the IHRC and that learned society in England is essential for the resolution of some of
the vexing problems remaining today in the study of w eaponry (see extracts from Letters).
2. The University of Maryland (Far East) credit course UCSP 198: A Survey of the Asian Martial Arts, given
on 12-13 April 1980 (refer to Vol. 2, No. 2) saw a capacity audience participate in this tw o-day seminar. The
popularity of this course urges the continuation of this kind of seminar and other courses carrying credit in
Asian studies and Japanese studies. Negotiations betw een the IHRC and the University of Maryland w ill probe
the feasibility of such future courses.
Selected Background Reading
Blacker, Carmen. The Catalpa Bow. Allen & Unw in.
Geertz, Clifford. The Religion of Java. Phoenix Books/University of Chicago Press.
Hommel, Rudolf P. China At Work. MIT Press.
Jarman, Rosemary. Crispin’s Day: The Glory of Argincourt. Little /Brow n.
Lindsay, Jack. The Normans. St. Martin.
Mass, Jeffery P. Warrior Government in Medieval Japan: A study of Kamakura Bakufu, Shugo and Jito. Yale
University Press.
Nakayama, Shigeru, David L. Sw ain, & Eri Yagi (ed.) Science and Society in Modern Japan. Tokyo
University Press.
Stone, George C. A Glossary of the Construction, Decoration and use of Arms and Armor. Jack Brussel.
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THE AREA OF DEVELOPMENT IN THE IHRC: Part I of III
Phil Relnick
Executive Director for Development
International Hoplological Research Center

In answ er to queries from readers regarding the IHRC and its structure, starting w ith this article,
HOPLOS w ill run a series of articles pertaining to the IHRC, its organization and its major objectives.
As w as mentioned in an earlier article entitled, "The International Hoplological Research Center"
(Vol. 1, No. 3, July 1979), the Center is still in its early stages of grow th and it w ill be some time before it
takes on its final form. This does not mean, how ever, that it is not in operation. On the contrary, the IHRC has
been in operation since it w as only a concept in the minds of a few people, w orking according to the guidelines
set up by its core members.
The basic organization of the IHRC is divided into three areas: Administration, Research, and
Development, each area having its own clearly defined programs and responsibilities, and under the
supervision of an Executive Director.
The first area to be discussed in this series of articles is that of Development. There are tw o major
sectors of responsibility in Development. The first one is concerned with the preparation and distribution of all
IHRC publications. This includes such publications as HOPLOS, a number of technical, hoplology-related
handbooks, a hoplological journal, and other hoplology-related material.
The second sector concerns primarily the content and implementation of all IHRC combative training
programs. As has been emphasized in earlier articles by the Director, Donn F. Draeger, hoplologists are
required to have emic, experiential know ledge and expertise in the field of combatives. The Center, therefore,
plans to provide legitimate training in authentic, ethnic combative arts from many areas, in order to supply
such essential education w here it may be lacking. In conjunction w ith these training programs, the
Development area is responsible for matters regarding the validity and appropriateness of all credentials
concerning combative competence of IHRC personnel.
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LET ME COUNT THE WAYS: Part III
Donn F. Draeger
Director, International Hoplological Research Center

In the first tw o parts of this article I have show n something of w hat hoplology is all about and, in
particular, I have emphasized that hoplology is not in any child-parent relationship w ith anthropology. That my
discussion may be less circumspectly cast than is likely to please some anthropologists must not be grounds for
interpreting w hat I say as a polemic directed against anthropology as a discipline and/or anthro-pologists as
scientists. Hoplology and hoplologists have great respect for anthropology and anthropologists. In fact, many
hoplologists are w ell trained in anthropology. There is no question in the mind of the hoplologist of the value
of cooperation betw een anthropology (archaeology, ethnology, linguistics) and hoplology. But my point has
been all along that in the highly specialized field of combative behavior and its central theme--the
w eapons/systems matrix--anthropology has dealt only w ith the icing, not the cake. That the subject of man's
combative realm must alw ays be a thumb-sucker for the pure anthropologist is a further point I w ill make in
this essay.
One may argue that there can be no failing w hen a subject has not been identified as deserving serious
attention, and in this w ay seek to justify how infrequent and inadequate the study of w eapons and systems has
been in anthropology since the time of the emergence of that discipline. Nevertheless, the consummate
inability of generations of anthropologists to deal with the essences in the combative field of study, it w as
suggested in my previous article (HOPLOS Vol. 2, No. 2), is the result of inadequate life experience and
formal training. What passes for study of combatives in modern anthropology has no theoretical foundation,
being only a labelling of behavioral traits, tendencies, and conditions of operant cultural conditioning. The
construction of viable terms and concepts in support of these matters has only been incompletely achieved.
Combative processes are difficult to identify and analyze because the anthropologist has not uncovered
essences. These essences are thought to be elusive or non-existent because no methods or models have been
devised w herew ith to improve upon this impoverished situation. But, more importantly, all of these deficiencies w ithin anthropology appear and are further compounded because the anthropologist conducts his research
only from the etic point of view .
It is absolutely required that the hoplologist be an emic person (see my discussion on being emic in
HOPLOS Vol. 1, No. 2), that is, in addition to his formal academic education he is also formally trained and
qualified by participant experience in varying degrees of expertise w ith w eapons and combative systems on a
trans-cultural and pan-historic basis. The importance of this rigid requirement for the hoplologist cannot be
over emphasized for it provides the vital technical blood w hich makes hoplology a viable discipline. The emic
qualifications of the hoplologist permits him to attain a full view of the "inside" position on a w ide range of
w eapons/systems and, therew ith, he gains insights on essences that are alw ays denied the etic observer. It is
not my intention here to become involved w ith the pros and cons of etic versus emic positions, for
anthropological literature is replete w ith these arguments. It suffices to state that the hoplologist is aw are of all
these arguments (the "objective" and "subjective" positions) and takes the stance that there are no w holly
"neutral" facts or terms w ith which to describe either position. Both the etic and emic positions contain a bias
of perspective, w hile neither alone is the w holly right position. All points of view are devised according to
some conceptual scheme or other; there is no single set of all-purpose "scientific" concepts w hich can be used
to provide a w holly true and equally applying answ er to the problem under study. How ever, hoplologists
accord the privileged position to the emic stance inasmuch as its terms and concepts have been chosen by those
w ho are directly involved to suit the subject under investigation, not the other w ay around, w hich is the etic
position. Hoplologists accept both emic and etic positions as being valid in the study of combatives w here, in
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their collective interpretations, they are in no w ay detrimental to the holistic study of w eapons and systems.
The important point here is that because of formal training and life-experience, the hoplologist is able to
present both etic and emic view s, w hereas the lesser-trained anthropologist (or other investigator) can, at best,
produce only half the story, this by means of etic opinions, and, therew ith, seriously faults his findings.
I'd like now to make tw o asides before discussing more directly the nature of the hoplologist's
education and its bearing on his discipline. First is that w hat I am saying is simply that education makes the
man, in this case the hoplologist. Thus, culture and environment and constitutional makeup (genetic
inheritance--genes--and let us not forget this important point) determine the outcome and it is few indeed w ho
w ill bother to argue against the accepted fact that only through proper education can a person hope to become
a competent civil engineer, surgeon, computer technician, biologist, historian, or anthropologist for that matter.
Why then is it that scholars in general, the anthropologist in particular, fail to understand that formal combative
education, beyond the usual academic training, is an unwaivable prerequisite for the hoplologist? I hesitate to
mention here, not only because L.L. Langness (The Study of Culture. San Francisco: Chandler and Sharp. pp.
36-38) has already made the point, but because it also goes beyond w hat I am prepared to defend in these few
pages, that many Western scholars find it virtually impossible to think of intelligence as contextual rather than
hierarchical. Langness suggests that this is a hangover from an intellectual legacy given virulent form by early
evolutionist anthropologists. Extended to combatives this, of course, places that subject "low er" than things
such as verbal skills, reading ability and so forth. The terms "higher" and "low er" used in accordance w ith
some arbitrarily selected scale of measurement. Actually, there is nothing intrinsic about the things one does
that makes one fundamentally more intelligent or "higher" than another. Thus, to paint a picture, sing a song,
dance, recite poetry, and other such activities are in no way more intelligent or "higher" than is the ability of a
w arrior to understand weaknesses in an adversary's defense that can be exploited to destroy him. The tendency
to regard combat as "abnormal," "hideous," "animal," or the idea that "cultured men do not fight," thus w e do
not need to spend time on this "unw orthy" segment of man's endeavors, is also a substantial part of the answ er
w hy scholars have not gotten to the essence of combativeness in man. Another aspect of this problem lies in
the erroneous opinion that combatives relate somew hat to sports, w hich have no place in the academic
curricula or reputable organizations. All of this is, of course, pure rubbish. For educated men to hold such
opinions (and it is commonplace) is a regrettable state of affairs, but for this state to be allow ed to continue is
an even more unfortunate happening for it points to the failure of intellectual responsibility to make the fullest
possible study of man. It is usual for scholars to seek for methods by w hich to reduce, avoid, circumvent, even
ignore combative behavior. Administrators at the university level w ill often do all in their pow er to exclude
study of w eapons and systems from their curricula. All of these attitudes are expressions (in some cases overreactions) of disinterest, their own, with the subject of w eapons and systems. The hoplologist regards such
attitudes as negative pregnancies in the academic arena that w ill never lead to the heartland w here some of
man's most significant technologies and deepest emotions have lain for ages and continue to exist in our
present day. To the contrary, the hoplologist, through being emic and his participation in experiential learning,
dives enthusiastically into this fascinating heartland.
(to be continued)
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ISLAMIC WEAPONS & SYSTEMS IN MALAYSIA
Macro-analysis:
category:
g roup:
genus:
type:
sub-type:
class:
order:

the w eapon

bladed
metal/w ood
knife
pisau
Java Sundanese/Jakarta/Muslim/Silat Kw itang
symmetrical composite/regular straight unidimensional hilt/regular straight single cutting
edge bilaterally rectangular straight continuous blade tapering to mucronate point section
combat

Note: Arrow s indicate cutting -edge margin.

Macro-analysis:
category:
group:
genus:
type:
sub-type:
class:

order:

4

the system

extrasomatice/somatic
bladed/arm-hand/foot
composite art
Silat Sunda
Silat Kw itang/Jakarta/Java
Muslim
cut-slash-slice/rend-rip-tear
pierce-stab-puncture/cleavesplit-chop-rive-hack-hew -gash/
rack-scratch-claw -shred-gashlacerate/crush-bruise-percusscontuse-batter/stun-benumbknockout/throw -strangle-lock
combat
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THE HOPLOLOGICAL GLOSSARY
ON BEING A REVERSE EDGE OR A FALSE EDGE

Among the better established hanger-on terms in w eapons study, high honors must go to tw o
expressions, often interrelated: "reverse edge" and "false edge." Almost all w eapons literature having to do
w ith the physical nature of bladed w eapons relies heavily upon these expressions. What is more, the users of
these terms apparently are satisfied that these tw o choices are adequate for their purposes. The hoplologist,
how ever, in his attempt to bring a fine focus to bear on problems of morphology, rejects both expressions as
being time-w orn and incapable of solid descriptive pow er. Their continued use reflects a parochial outlook on
the study of w eapons.
The unsharpened portion of the single cutting-edged bladed w eapon, that opposing the cutting edge is,
in hoplological terms, the back of the blade. This choice of terminology enables the hoplologist to describe the
variety of backs that characterize all knives, some sw ords, and other w eapons. The back is an area, not a single
edge as is formed by tw o dissimilar intersecting planes (see the discussion on edges, HOPLOS Vol. 2, No. 2).
Some backs have no edges, others have tw o or more. In order to make reference to these features the term
"edge" must be replaced by "back."
When a blade has a portion of its back sharpened, that sharpened feature is in its own right a cutting
edge designed for trenchant roles. It is, in fact, a kind of secondary cutting edge, complementing the primary
cutting edge. Hoplologists refer to the former cutting edge as a partial cutting edge and describe it in terms of
its shape and manner of incidence w ith the primary cutting edge. There is absolutely nothing "false" about it. It
is at least as sharp as the primary cutting edge, at times even sharper. The only possible connection w ith
"falseness" is that it might be designed to look sharp so as to deceive the view er-adversary w ho, if he is to deal
successfully w ith it in combat, cannot afford to regard it as being unsharpened. Should the partial cutting edge
be made purposely dull, it is termed a rebated partial cutting edge.
TYPES OF BACKS OF BLADES
(transverse corss-section)
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EARLY WEAPONS: Part II of II
Joseph R. Tartaglia
Field Hoplologist

The simplest and oldest metal axe is a long, narrow blade in a "crescent" shape, and is attached to a
w ooden haft by rivets at each end of the blade and through a small central projection. Figure 10: A and B.
Apparently, the crescent axe w as known in Egypt in the pre-dynastic period (ca. pre-3000 B.C.) and at least as
early as the First Dynasty of Ur.9 Figure 10C show s a modification of Figure 10A. Though this axe w as also
developed on the Asian mainland, that is, as the "Epsilon" or "E-shaped" axe in w estern Asia, it remained in its
crescent form in Egypt. The E-axe was know n on the mainland at least as early as the First Dynasty, and w as
definitely used by the fighting men of Sargon of Akkad (ca. 2325 B.C.). The E-axe (Figure 11: A, B, and C) is
"almost semi-circular."10 It w as know n to, but apparently rejected by the Egyptians. A Tw elfth Dynasty (ca.
1991-1784 B.C.) painting shows Egyptians carrying crescent axes and Syrians carrying socketed axes of
various shapes.11 After the Hyksos invasion and occupation (ca. 1800-1600 B.C.), the Egyptians adopted the
w eapons of their conquerors.
Figure 10

Whereas the Egyptians w ere content w ith the rivet-held "crescent" axe, the peoples of w estern Asia,
the Caucasus, Babylon, Ur, and Kish, began at an early date to cast simple, and single-mold, shaft-hole axes. In
Anatolia, "...the blades have convex sides and a spayed cutting-edge, and are pierced by an oval shaft-hole."12
Figure 12. By 3000 B.C., a blade had been developed in w hich the area of impact w as given more w eight. This
w as achieved by cutting aw ay the underside of the blade.13 Figure 13. These changes in the blade prolonged
the socket into a "shaft-hole tube." To increase the strength of the socket, a "collar" w as added at each end of
the tube. This "collar" was merely a thickening of the cast at each end.

Figure 11
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By the time of the Third Dynasty of Ur (ca. 2125-2025 B.C.), the standard blade of the axe became
"...long and slightly splayed with the cutting-edge at right angles to the socket."14 Figure 14. The prolongated
socket w as still in use. With these developments there also evolved the addition of a spike or spikes to the back
of the socket as a special feature of the w eapon. Figure 15.
Figure
12

Figure
13

Various Shaft-hole Axes of
Western Asia

Fig.
15

Fig.
14

Tw o other w eapons, the bow and the sling, the origin and development of w hich w e can only guess,
emerged in history in their fully developed forms.
Except for the plain, w ooden, self spear or club, the sling is perhaps the simplest of all w eapons to
construct. It consists of a pouch and tw o thongs, one end of each w hich is tied to an end of the pouch. The two
free ends of the thongs are held in one hand; then, w ith a rock w hich has been put into the pouch, the sling is
sw ung either horizontally over and around the head or vertically at the side until the proper momentum is
reached, w hen one of the thongs is released. The missile can travel at a velocity of up to 100 kilometers an
hour. Depending upon the velocity at the time of release, the distance the missile must travel, and its w eight,
the rock can either incapacitate a man or kill him.
The sling may have made its first appearance in the beginning of the sixth millennium B.C. At one site
in Iraq, Hassuma (ca. 5000 B.C.), 7000 clay missiles w ere found. They are "bi-conical or spheroid in form...
some w ith small pebbles to add extra weight..."15 These projectiles ranged in w eight from 20 grams to a
maximum of 285 grams, the majority ranging from 38 grams to 50 grams.
The bow , along w ith the sling, except for the materials of it construction, underwent no change in its
basic shape, a simple curved bow (Figure 16), from its first appearance in the pre-dynastic eras of
Mesopotamia and Egypt until the third millennium B.C., w hen the Egyptians modified the basic form of the
bow by developing a reflexed bow . Figure 17. Different varieties of w ood, depending upon strength and
elasticity, w ere used for different parts of the bow .
By the tw enty-fourth century B.C., a composite bow w as in use in Mesopotamia. The components of
this bow are described in the Dan'el epic (ca. 1350 B.C.). Dan'el vow ed to the goddess Amath, "...yew s of
Lebanon, ...tendons from w ild bulls, ...horn from wild goats, ...sinew s from the hocks of bull(s)..."16
The composite bow w as composed of four parts. Wood was made the center of the bow body. Horn
w as glued to the compression face of the bow (the side facing the bow man), w hile sinew s and tendons w ere
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glued to the tension face of the bow . Once the materials of the bow w ere glued together the bow w as curved on
its tension face, and it remained in this position for five years to set.17 The bow, w hile unstrung, w as thus
permanently curved on its tension face; w hen strung, it w as not completely reversed. Figure 18: A and B. The
combining of horn, sinew , tendon, and w ood not only increased the effective range and striking force of the
arrow (the effective range of the simple curved w ooden bow w as 200 meters, w hile that of the complex reflex
w as 300 meters18 ), but also made possible the shortening of the bow to approximately 100 centimeters as
contrasted to 165 centimeters for the w ooden bow . Although this bow w as in use in Mesopotamia by the midthird millennium B.C., it was not used in Egypt until the time of the Hyksos invasion and occupation.

^ Figure 16

^ Figure 17

^ Figure 18

In this short essay I have attempted to show something of the development of pre-gunpow der
w eapons. Only some w eapons used by individuals have been examined. Others, such as battering-rams and
catapults, w hich w ere used in sieges, have been omitted, not because they are less important, but because they
require a study of crew -served w eapons w ith w hich this paper is not concerned.
It should be noted here that there w ere many variations of the basic patterns of the daggers, sw ords,
and axes w hich are described herein, and that many of these w ere used for centuries. One reason for this
continued use is that any genus of w eapon--knife, sw ord, arrow--if proved combatively effective, would be
passed on to succeeding generations. An example of this prolonged use is described by Milik and Cross 19 in
their investigation of a hoard of javelin heads and arrow heads found in Palestine, dating from the Period of the
Judges (c. 1200 B.C.). By analyzing the w riting on the w eapons, Milik and Cross w ere able to date the
w eapons to periods earlier than that of the burial of the hoard. It should also be noted that knives and axes,
albeit in modified forms, are still being used today. Bibby describes a small group of shepherds, the Shihu, in
the Ras Musandan mountains of Saudi Arabia. This group speaks an obscure Persian dialect, and every man in
the tribe carries a "tiny iron axe on a long, tough shaft."20 Bibby postulates that the Shihu could be remnants of
that group of conquerors w ho w ere the bearers "...of the Indo-European languages, of w hich Persian is one,
w ho spread all over Europe and Asia in the second millennium B.C. and w ere also bearers of battle-axes."21
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Another example of the continued use of the axe as a personal w eapon may be seen on the northeast
coast of Malaysia (Kelantan), where the author of this paper has seen small axes--the axe head can be
completely covered by one hand--which are used as missiles. Two possibilities present themselves to explain
the development of this special w eapon. One is a parallel discovery and continued use of the axe as a w eapon.
The second is that traders and fighting men brought the axe to Malaysia. Further fieldw ork w ill be necessary
for confirmation of either of these hypotheses.
Notes:
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Maxw ell-Hyslop, R. “Western Asiatic Shaft-Hole Axes,” Iraq, XI, p. 116
Ibid. p. 116.
Ibid. p. 117.
Ibid. p. 92.
Ibid. p. 94.
Ibid. P. 106.
Korfmann, M. “The Sling as a Weapon,” Scientific American, October, 1973, 229, 4, p. 39.
Albright, W.F. and Mendenhall, G.E. “The Creation of the Compsite Bow in Canaanite Mythology,”
Journal of Near Eastern Studies, I 1942, p. 228
Hurley, V. Arrows Against Steel: A History of the Bow. New York: Manson-Charter, 1975, p. 221.
Ibid. p.21.
Milik, J.T. and Cross, F.M., Jr. “Inscribed Javelin-heads from the Period of the Judges, “Bulletin of the
American Schools of Oriental Research, 1954, pp. 4-6.
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Anglo-American Boxing Technique:
Styles And Sources
Tom Conroy
Field Hoplologist

When poor men fight for great prizes under light rules, their fighting styles and techniques are often
very good. Gladiatorial sports like sumo or Muay Thai can harness the pow er born of hunger w ith a meal in
sight, and so escape the rule-strangled w eakness of recreational combative sports.
The rules of English and American boxing were alw ays light. Under Broughton's Rules (1743) and the
Rules of the London Prize Ring (1838, 1853) no blows w ere barred, w restling w as allow ed, and the fight
continued until one man or the other could no longer rise or be dragged to his feet at the end of thirty seconds.
The Marquis of Queensberry Rules (1867) introduced gloves, the three-minute round, and the ten-second
knockout, but this increased the severity of professional fights, for gloves save a fighter's hands more than his
opponent's face and body, and bareknuckle fighters often gained more than one minute's rest in four by going
dow n repeatedly from the w ind of the blow s. The rigor of boxing did not ease until after World War One,
w hen fighting gloves bloated out fatter than four ounces and championship fights w ithered to few er than
tw enty-five rounds. Even today it is not a trade w ith much appeal to a lazy man, a w eak man, a rich man, or a
cow ard.
Natural strength and violence will let one man beat up another w ho has refined academic technique
but no pow er, but both assets together w ill beat either alone. Thus, even a "crude natural fighter" must develop
great skill to survive in the boxing ring, although this skill is not alw ays flashy. The common boast of
"scientific" fighting arts is that they let a small man beat a large one; bareknuckle boxers made this boast stick.
Three of the last seven Champions of England (1839-1875) w ere middlew eights, yet they could beat any
heavyw eight--and this w as a period w hen high throw s were still allow ed in the boxing ring.
There are many social histories of boxing, but no histories of boxing techniques. This article w ill
provide a partial and temporary guide to the subject by describing the major styles or stylistic periods and
listing the best manuals I know for each style.
Early Period (1740-1790)
Early boxing w as crude and highly individual. Footw ork w as meager. Chops w ith the hammer-fist and
swings w ith the back or thumb side of the fist w ere w idely used. Defense w as by guards w ith the forearm, used
both to parry (deflect) straight punches and to block (stop dead) sw ings and chops. Returns (counter-attacks)
w ere made only after the initial attack w as complete. How ever, the straight punches using a modified fencing

lunge to throw the body's w eight into the punch were know n from the earliest period and shaped much of the
later development of boxing; in all the bareknuckle styles, stances tended to range between an exaggeration of
the style's characteristic stance and a moderated version close to foil stance.
* Godfrey, Captain John. A treatise upon the usef ul science of def ence. London: 1735?, 1747. (The
first book to discuss boxing technique at length, it also covers "stage-fighting" w ith sharpened
sw ords. No other boxing manual appeared until 1788.)
* Few trell, Thomas. Boxing Reviewed; or, The science of manual defence... London: Scatcherd and
Whitaker, 1790.
* A Pupil of Humphreys and Mendoza. The Art of Manual Def ence, or system of boxing. London: G.
Kearsley, 1789.

The Straight Left (after Walker)

Guarding a Straight
Left (after Donovan, part II).
Earlier the guard w as often made w ith the elbow more bent and the fist closer to the
body, “elbow leading.”

Regency Style (1790-1850)
The innovations of Daniel Mendoza in the 1780's caused much discussion of boxing skill and styles,
and experimentation in training and technique. The common stance of this period w as left side forw ard
(retained in all later styles), w ell effaced with the legs moderately bent and the body throw n back to save the
head, one hand high and one low . Sw ings and chops fell out of use; how ever, the uppercut (striking upw ard
w ith the arm bent) w as invented by Dutch Sam (fl. 1801-1810). The uppercut, like the straight punch, is safe to
the hands because the force of the blow passes through the knuckles and along the forearm; sw ings and chops
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tend to shear the bones of the hand. Footw ork developed, and retreating lost its overtones of cow ardice.
Counters (counterattacks simultaneous with the attack) w ere developed. Throw s played a great part in the
fights of this period: cross-buttocks (high hip-throw s) and a variety of trips w ere most common. Boxers often
"accidentally" fell on the stomach of a man they had just throw n. Fibbing (holding the adversary's head w ith
one hand and hitting it w ith the other) was used.

Mendoza, Daniel. The Art of Boxing. London: The Author, 1789.
An Eminent Pugilist. The Art and Practice of English Boxing. London: Glinden and Walker, 1807?;
3rd ed. London: J. Bailey, 1822?.
Walker, Donald. Def ensive Exercises. London: Thomas Hurst, 1840. (Boxing, fighting, rough-andtumble, and other fighting arts.)

The Cross-Buttock >
(after Allason-Winn, 1893)

English Upright Style (1840-1890)
A small man's style. The Regency style w as purged of all elements that reduced endurance or
efficiency, though little new w as added; the result w as lean, strict, and very effective. The stance w as bolt
upright, sometimes effaced and sometimes w ith shoulders square. Both hands w ere held low , the left pointing
forw ard and the right forearm pressed to the mark (solar plexus). The typical boxing defense by evasion
appeared, including slipping the head to one side or the other, sidestepping, ducking, and swaying back. The
eyes became an important target, for a man w ith eyes puffed shut could be hit w ithout risk. Straight punches
only w ere used and the straight right w as largely reserved for counters, w hich became a dominant factor in this
style. The right cross-counter w as a favorite blow ; it combines a slip to the inside of a straight left w ith a
straight right counter curling around the arm to the head. The emphasis on counterpunching led to high
development of feinting and of drawing the opponent's attack into a prepared counter. Wrestling became less
important because many actions were tailored to prevent a large w restler from closing w ith a small boxer.
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Sw ift, Ow en. The Hand-Book to Boxing London: Nicholson, 1840. (American editions entitled
Boxing without a master w ere in print into this century.)
Allanson-Winn, R.G.A. (Lord Headley). Boxing. ("The All-England Series.") London: George Bell,
1889, 1893, 1920. (This must not be confused w ith a separate Boxing by Allanson-Winn, in
"The Isthmian Library," A.D. Innes and Co., 1897; the Isthmian Library Boxing is inferior.)
Mitchell, E.B., et al. Fencing... Boxing... Wrestling ("The Badminton Library of Sports and
Pastimes.") London: Longmans, Green and Co., 1889. (Mitchell w rote the boxing chapters of
this book; the fencing and w restling sections, and the bibliography of fencing, are also
important.)
Shaw , Fred G. The Science of Self-Def ence. London: The Author, 1919.

Right Cross Counter
(after Elmer, part II).
The counter is slightly
hooked, a technical flaw .

Later English Developments
After about 1870, professional boxing became highly illegal in England and most boxing was in
amateur tournaments. Quality and practical value soon dropped as is usual in a recreational combat sport.
Professional glove fighting became legal in the 1890's, but English boxers failed to adapt their traditional
bareknuckle style to the gloves; a clash betw een "style" and effectiveness resulted, and this prevented a real
revival in quality. How ever, some fine advanced manuals in simple language w ere written by British boxers
and trainers after 1910.
(to be continued)
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ISLAMIC WEAPONS & SYSTEMS IN MALAYSIA & INDONESIA

A Penamput

Macro-analysis: the w eapon
category:
group:
genus:
type:
sub-type:
class:

order:

staff/stick/club
w ood/brass
stick
penamput
Kota Lalang, South Atjeh/Alas
asymmetrical self/
irregular straight body;
curvilinear convex buttend at proximal section/
bilateral taper constricting
to distal apiculate point
combat

Using the penamput:
pasampat action in Alas.

Macro-analysis: the system
category:
group:
genus:
type:
sub-type:
class:

order:

HOPLOS

extrasomatic
stick
sparring art
pesampat
Pendekar Gempan/Kota
Lalang, South Atjeh/Alas
pierce-stab-puncture/cutslash-slice/crush-bruisepercuss-contuse-batter
combat
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THE HOPLOLOGICAL GLOSSARY
In some cases bladed w eapons, especially those constructed of metal, feature a longitudinally disposed
channel, or channels, of varying lengths running the length dimension of the blade, sometimes even longer into
the tang. Whether this channel is forged, cast, roughly incised, or made by a w ell-executed engraving
technique, its purpose is alw ays the same. Sir Richard Burton makes the point in an unimprovable manner (The
Book of the Sword: p. 132): "The function of the cannelure is to obviate over-flexibility; it also takes from the
w eight and adds to the strength."
The use of the engineering term "cannelure" is admissible in hoplology, but it has been the practice of
hoplologists to refer to the feature--the cannelure--simply as a "groove." Because this term accords w ell w ith
the w ord choices of numerous ethnic groups throughout the world, the term "groove" is adequate for descriptive purposes and is alw ays understood.
The hoplologist rejects terms such as "blood groove," an expression which suggests, almost alw ays in
error, a functional use for the groove not intended by the maker. Also rejected is the w ell-established but
parochial term "fuller" in use by collectors of Western bladed w eapons, a highly ethnocentric jargon term that
is most apt to cause confusion. The fuller is only one kind of groove and not all grooves are "fullers." Thus,
though the specificity of this term may, at times, be useful, in a generic sense it fails to improve understanding
and should not be used.

LET ME COUNT THE WAYS: Part IV
Donn F. Draeger
Director, International Hoplological Research Center

In the previous issue I began to discuss the emic stance of the hoplologist, the nature and content of
his education and its bearing on his discipline. I made reference to tw o asides, the first of w hich w as therew ith
discussed. The second aside is that the strict emic requirement for hoplologists has contributed in a substantial
w ay to the reason w hy the discipline--hoplology--formulated in the 19th century, became and has remained
obscure for so long after the pioneer efforts of its founder, Sir Richard Burton. The admitted obscurity of
hoplology continued w ell into our present century until my colleagues and I began its reformulation.
Sir Richard w as a combatives expert not only in the theoretical sense, but in practical experience and
skill as w ell. Other proponents of hoplology, among them Germany's Major Max Jahns and England's General
Augustus Henry Lane-Fox Pitt-Rivers (formally trained as an anthropologist), too, w ere among combative
experts w ho w ere fully emic w ith respect to w eapons and systems of combat. But, on the w hole, the lack of
skill w ith arms among scholars after the demise of these pioneers accounts for the lack of emic manpow er
attending on the elaboration of hoplology as an established academic discipline in its ow n right. This is w hy
some of our modern dictionaries inform us that the w ord "hoplology" is an obsolete term and the discipline,
w hich it describes, "defunct."
The degree of difficulty in achieving the emic position in combative know ledge and skills can be
appreciated from the fact that the period of formal combative training leading to w hat amounts to expert status,
at the level of an accredited instructor-teacher cum technician, exceeds by far the time normally required for
attainment of the Ph.D. A hoplologist must expect to undergo experiential combative training for a minimum
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of fifteen years, that is, to be an active participant exponent in combative training, before he may be considered
a full-fledged hoplologist. This requirement is in addition to formal academic education. That such a degree of
participation in w hat is largely an experiential w orld lies w ell beyond the interest, dedication, fortitude,
endurance, and in some cases, also, the capability, of most scholars is obvious.
I have had scholars from other fields of study express their passing interest in hoplology. It has alw ays
been my policy to discourage them from embarking on w hat must, under half-hearted commitment, alw ays be
in the long run unproductive for hoplology. Those w ho intend to dabble in hoplology w ithout giving up their
professional image (anthropologist, ethologist, psychologist, etc.), in order to bring bits of hoplological
know ledge under the banner of their preferred discipline, are much like he who buys an automobile to get use
of its cigarette lighter. Surely, neither the person so lukew arm in interest, nor hoplology can afford such an
inane extravagance. Scholars must have the courage w herew ith they can unhesitatingly put aside their original
discipline (not abandon) and turn full interest tow ard hoplology. Unless hoplology becomes the overriding
interest and major field of specialty for an investigator, no matter the nature of his earlier training, little w ill be
accomplished. Hoplologists must admit that they are indeed hoplologists and work in that light. Here, moral
courage and academic integrity must be demonstrated.
The broad scope of hoplology (recall that it extends well beyond the study of combative behavior in
man) is vitally affected by the emic requirement. It determines the research strategies and the methods that the
hoplologist w ill employ. The expansiveness of hoplology's scope urges that the hoplologist be formally trained
in a w ide range of academic subjects (see my article in HOPLOS, Vol. 1, No. 5). No one person, how ever, can
be expected to possess the qualifications for meeting all of the varied and complex problems that have arisen,
and those that can be expected to arise, in hoplology. This is w hy hoplology is the interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary study that it must perforce be. The hoplologist w illingly relies upon the expertise from all other
fields of study such as enriches and contributes constructively to his discipline. This is the reason w hy
hoplologists, taken collectively, prefer and demonstrate a unique spirit of teamw ork that is rare among scholars
in other disciplines. In this way the hoplologist gains a sustained and coordinated approach from w hich to
bring to bear the considerable force of leverage from integrated technical know ledge w hich can be used to
solve problems remaining in the study of man. This manner of approach in no w ay lessens the individual's
creative imagination or freedom in research. Rather, it enhances his position by the sheer pow er from the
tremendous bank of know ledge and experience he is helping to create and from w hich he is always privileged
to draw .
By virtue of his emic stance the hoplologist discovers and is a direct participant in the human
experience as concerns combative behavior. He is able, in this "live-in" position, to attain considerable transcultural and pan-historic experience, including liberal amounts of arcane know ledge, all of which things are
vigorously denied to etic observers. More importantly, the hoplologist comes to know first-hand that human
combative behavior and experience cannot be described either accurately or adequately simply in terms of
behavioral tendencies or cultural conditioning. The combative realm of man, he finds, contains a valuative
dimension that can only be appreciated and understood by direct participation in that realm, that is, when it is
emically experienced. Those persons w ho engage in combative training have specific desires, ambitions,
objectives, and purposes. They experience and endure loneliness, pain discouragement, joy and sorrow , honor
and shame, hate and love, and moreover, fear. Likew ise, they have creative aspirations and inspirations. They
make decisions and they make moral judgements.
Hoplology is vitally concerned w ith this human emotional engineering. The hoplologist must, in his
investigations, render empathy and emotional resonance w ith the subject he is investigating. It is not enough
for him to simply describe facts of action. Motives must be included. Motives are not just private states of
mind, but are matters of life and death, of survival itself, many of w hich things may be directly observable to
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etic eyes, but only to the point that the etic cannot distinguish qualities and take into account the intensity of
w hat he sees. What the etic does is only to stand in no position to deal w ith the relation of each observable act
to its background, context, and significance. The etic lacks insight, for he cannot say w hat action is being taken
unless he know s how and why it is done. The "how " and "w hy" are solely matters of emic experience.
All I am saying here is that there is really a large range of important phenomena w hich need to be
investigated. All w ell-know n disciplines such as anthropology are, at present, short of suitable conceptual
schemes for identifying, let alone understanding, combativeness in all levels of social complexity. On the other
hand, hoplology has at least what amounts to a minimally adequate theory of human combative behavior w hich
incorporates and accounts for relevant aspects of the human experience, including mental processes involving
intuition and superliminal perceptions, w hich range throughout all ethnic combative cultures. Therew ith, the
hoplologist is able to account for how and w hy persons involved in combative disciplines make value
judgements and how they make decisions in terms of personal value criteria.
(to be continued)

THE AREA OF DEVELOPMENT IN THE IHRC: Part II of III
Phil Relnick
Executive Director for Development
International Hoplological Research Center

The publication sector of the Development area is responsible for one of the most important activities
in the IHRC--to provide researchers of hoplology w ith standardized hoplology-related publications--an area
w hich is at present just about non-existent. When in full operation, the activities in the publications sector w ill
include the collection of material, composition, editing, design and layout for camera-ready production,
printing, collation, trimming and binding, distribution and sales, accounts, and records.
The publications of the IHRC are, or are scheduled to be as follow s:
HOPLOS New sletter
This publication has as its main objective the responsibility to act as a much needed medium of
communication betw een the ever-growing number of researchers in hoplology. HOPLOS provides hoplologists
w orldw ide w ith a means to freely exchange information on hoplology-related topics. (See the article,
"Important Questions and Answers For Hoplologists," in HOPLOS, Vol. 1, No. 1.)
This new sletter is published six times a year, at irregular intervals, and is available by subscription
only. It is now entering its third year of publication.

Hoplology-related Handbooks
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The objective of these handbooks is to provide hoplologists w ith a standard set of "tools" to enable
them to pursue and record their research according to internationally recognized hoplological standards.
Hoplologists at the IHRC have been involved in hoplology-related terminology, typology,
bibliography, and other projects during the last several years. The results of these projects w ill form the first
"series" of handbooks and will be published by the IHRC. They w ill become available to all persons interested.
International Hoplological Society Journal
The IHRC is preparing to establish an International Hoplological Society w hich w ill provide a forum
for the discussion of hoplology-related issues and pursue concrete projects for the introduction of improved
research strategy and methods into the study of man's combative culture. A Journal w ill be published by the
Society to explore in depth the outlooks and behavior of man in all ages in all areas of the w orld in his
development of w eapons, accouterments, and combative arts. The Journal w ill be a multi-disciplinary
commentary on themes and concerns that hoplology shares w ith other academic disciplines in the elucidation
of know ledge about man.
The Journal w ill be published quarterly and w ill be sent to Society members and subscribers.
Other Hoplology-related Publications
The IHRC is planning to publish a number of other hoplology-related publications, the first of w hich
w ill be a popular magazine devoted to w orld combative culture. The object of this magazine w ill be to
stimulate a w ider interest in the study of combative culture, to encourage the preservation of objects of
historical and cultural interest, to assist in recording the history, folklore, traditions, languages and customs of
the different peoples of the w orld, insofar as they are applicable to combative culture, and tow ards these stipulated objectives, to assist in promoting a better understanding about man's evolutionary history.
This magazine w ill be published bi-monthly at first, and depending on reader interest, may be
increased to monthly publication. Initially, it w ill be available by subscription, but may become available in
bookstores and new sstands in the future.
(to be continued)

Corrections
Vol. 2, No. 1. Conroy Saber article: page 1, fourth paragraph, s econd s entence, s ubs titute “light cavalry” for
“cavalry;” delete comma after this latter word and als o delete word “and.”
Tartaglia Terminology article: page 8, las t paragraph, eighth line, change the word “equivanents ” to “equivalents .”
Vol. 2, N. 3. Conroy Fence article: page 2 fourth paragraph, s econd to the las t replace “dis tincitive” with
“dis tinctive;” paragraph five, s econd line delete both commas .
A rms trong’s Notes article: page 6, s ixth paragraph, fourth line, delete “er-.”
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HOPLOLOGY IN EUROPE
M alcolm (Tiki) Shewan
Field Hoplologis t
"Hoplologie" and "hoplologue" are words currently found in the French vocabulary; in England we read of
"hoplologics ." The s timulus for this us e of hoplology-bas ed words was provided by the five-man group of expert
teachers of Japanes e k o bujutsu/k obudo (clas s ical martial arts /ways ) who toured Switzerland, France, Sweden, and
Holland from 7 M ay to 18 June 1980. Four Japanes e, Otake Ris uke, Otake Nobutos hi, and Shinozaki Yutaro of the
Tens hin Shoden Katori Shinto Ryu, and Kaminoda Ts unemori of the Shindo M us o Ryu, under the direction of IHRC
Director Donn F. Draeger, a licens ed teacher of both the aforementioned ryu (martial traditions ), made the trip. The
group s aw s ome of the bes t collections of weapons and armor in Europe, and lectured on a and demons trated
clas s ical Japanes e martial s ys tems , and als o the theory and methods of hoplological s tudy, to audiences in civic
organizations , mus eums , and univers ities . Important contacts were made with European s pecialis ts engaged in
weapon/armor/s ys tems res earch and plans are now underway to integrate efforts under the IHRC's hoplological
res earch projects .

IHRC Director Draeger
handles a medieval Swiss
pike five meters in length.

© 1980 International Hoplological Res earch Center

Otake Risuke demonstrates
iai-justu (Japanese sworddrawing art.)

Printed by Keihin Kogaku, Tokyo, Japan
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Field hoplologis t in Switzerland, Pas cal F. Krieger engages in jojustu (s tick art) training with Kaminoda
Ts unemori wielding s word.

Kaminoda s ubdues s word-wielding Draeger with
jutte-jutsu (truncheon art) technique.

W HA T M A CRO-A NA LYSIS TELLS US
The s tandard method of macro-analys is currently in us e by IHRC hoplologis ts has been introduced in
previous is s ues of Hoplos. Here it remains to point out s ome of the important kinds of information that are contained
in, or s ugges ted by, the macro-analys is when s uch is applied each to a weapon and to the s pecific s ys tem which that
weapon articulates . By the s uperimpos ition of thes e two macro-treatments we not only s imulate the mutually
interacting and s upporting pos itions of weapons and s ys tems that occur in real life, but we als o remain cons is tent
with a fundamental theory of hoplology which as s erts that the weapons /s ys tems matrix is an important and
ins eparable unit in the s ocial life of man. It s hould als o be borne in mind that the macro-portion of the hoplological
analys is is intended to be perfected by the micro-portion in the interes ts of fuller s tudy, although no attempt is made
here to explain the latter. However, the inherent res trictive nature of the macro-analys is is jus tified on the bas is of
reas onable priorities . It proves to be an important s ummary means of identifying (les s s o of meas uring) s imilarities ,
affinities , differences , and variability, both qualitatively ans quantitatively, in weapons and s ys tems , therewith
s erving as a partial data-bas e from which more detailed comparis ons may be made on a trans -cultural, pan-his toric
bas is and for a variety of worthwhile purpos es . Specifically, we find for weapons :
1. Evidence of a national and/or ethnic/s ocial unit preference for a s pecific category of weapon (bladed;
projectile; etc.); here a valuative dimens ion in expres s ion of a decis ion-making proces s involving motivation,
pers onal and/or group values , ethical principles and moral judgement, etc., s uch as relate to the experience of the
maker-us er with his phys ical and s ocial environments .
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2. Evidence of a s pecific kind of techniculture (production principles ; production methods ; production); an
index of the degree of technical s ophis tication, creative innovation, s election and control of materials ; identity of a
technical tradition (both in temporal and s patial terms ).
3. Evidence of a s pecific geographical area (s patial index) in, and for which, a weapon is made/us ed and as
may be expres s ive of impetus -limitations impos ed by phys ical environment.
4. Evidence of national and/or ethnic/s ocial unit preference for belief s ys tems , educative methods ideology,
in terms of accord/dis cord with s ocial environment.
5. Evidence of national and/or ethnic/s ocial unit preference for s pecific morphology (form and s tructure); a
predictive index in the determination of s ys tem-bound us e; a valuative dimens ion.
6. Evidence of nomenclatural (linguis tic) as s ociation of a weapon with s ocial environment; a valuative
dimens ion (honor, s hame, pride, joy, s orrow, ardor, bravery-courage, pain, fear, lonelines s , mis trus t, pleas ure
hones ty, s incerity).
7. Evidence of national and/or ethnic/s ocial unit preference for a s pecific function/role in bios ocial
environment, expres s ed in terms of cons onance/dis s onance of the weapon with environment; an index of the degree
of fores ight between maker and the anticipated application of the weapon.
Likewis e, many of the cons iderations lis ted s pecifically for weapons als o apply to combative s ys tems and
further s erve to s ubs tantiate the intrins ic unity of the weapon/s ys tems matrix. In addition, for s ys tems , we find:
1. Evidence of national and/or ethnic/s ocial unit preference for extras omatic (armed) or s omatic (unarmed)
combative action; a valuative dimens ion.
2. Evidence of national and/or ethnic/s ocial unit preferences for a dominant weapon category (bladed;
projectile; etc.) A nd a dominant s omatic application (leg/foot; arm/hand; etc.); for a dominant device/agent
orientation (land; water; fire; hors e; etc.) as a valuative dimens ion.
3. Evidence of national and/or ethnic/s ocial unit preference for s omatic s hape(s parring; grappling;
compos ite; auxiliary) a valuative dimens ion.
4. Evidence of national and/or s ocial/ethnic unit preference for kinetic, kinematic kines iological s hapes
(pace, cadence, s election and control of engagement dis tance, s election and control of dis placement methods , quality
and us e of tonal configurations in the application of s trength climaxes , etc.) A n index of the ratio between
s yncratic/idios yncratic actions in relation to the weapon/s ys tem matrix and the determination of s ys tem-free/s ys tembound applications ; an index of the degree of s ophis tication of manipulative s kills with weapons .
5. Evidence of cons onance/dis s onance between a weapon and the s ys tem it articulates (limitations and
capabilities ).
6. Evidence of s ys tems cons onance/dis s onance with bios ocial environment (accord/dis cord between
role/function and ideology, belief s ys tems , ethnic and moral judgement); terrain appreciation; promotion of
cooperative effort; effects on s elected targets (pers onal/material); fores ight in es timation of applications ; etc.; a
valuative dimens ion.
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THE A REA OF DEVELOPM ENT IN THE IHRC: Part II of III
Phil Relnick
Executive Director for Development
International Hoplological Res earch Center

In this , the third and las t part of my article dealing with the Development A rea, the s econd major s ector of
Development will be dis cus s ed: the content and implementation if the IHRC combative training programs .
The training Section, as envis ioned now, will be divided into two s ectors ; one dealing with the training of
IHRC s taff hoplologis ts and the other concerned with vis iting hoplologis ts and other gues ts interes ted in the facilities
offered by the IHRC.
For the IHRC s taff, both combative and non-combative training and facilities will be available. As s tated in
other is s ues of Hoplos , hoplologis ts are required to maintain a degree of expertis e in combative training and to this
end ongoing programs geared to the particular s ys tems practiced by the s taff. In conjunction with this regular training
program there will be a periodic ins truction/training program conducted by IHRC members and invited gues t
ins tructors (recognized emic experts in their particular s ys tems ) in the form of s eminars and training, off-Center
programs , too, will be available in the form of on-s ite training camps and conducted tours of the combative s ys tems
in different countries .
In s upport of non-combative training programs , modern permanent training facilities will be available.
Thes e facilities will be periodically updated in accordance with s ports -medicine, kines iology, and human
kinetics /kines ics res earch; the res ulting res earch material will be available in the IHRC library. A long with material
on res earch into modern fitnes s training and s ports -medicine will be res earch material concerning traditional
methods of health, fitnes s , and s trength training from around the world, as this res earch has a direct relations hip to
combative training.
For vis iting hoplologis ts and other gues ts , including area res idents , ins truction and training facilities will be
available in the fields of combative and s ports fitnes s . In both s ectors , s eminars and training camps will be conducted
by IHRC s taff members and s pecial gues t ins tructors .
One main concerns of the Training Section will be quality ins truction, i.e. ins tructor expertis e. In this regard
great attention will be paid to the legitimate qualifications of s taff ins tructors and, es pecially, gues t ins tructors .
Further with regard to combative qualifications , an IHRC certificate of achievement will be awarded in different
levels to individuals who s ucces s fully complete IHRC training programs . By es tablis hing a reputation for s trict, high
s tandards , the IHRC hopes and intends to be recognized as an international evaluating authority on the ability and
expertis e of individuals in combative arts , thus s upplying a here to for non-exis tant means for thos e interes ted in
combative s tudies to dis tinguis h between legitimate and bogus teachers and s ys tems . This s trict attention to quality
will, of cours e, be maintained in all facets of the IHRS’s endeavors .
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^ A typical piso podang, revealing its Indian talwar orgins .

M acro-analys is : the weapon
bladed
metal
long s word
piso podang
North Indian talwar us ed in
North Sumatra by Simalugun
Batak
as ymmetrical compos ite/regular s traight bulbous
expanded center hilt; cup butt-end finial/s traight
cros s -piece handguard; s agittate ends /s ub-abaxial
curved blade; s ingle cutting edge; accuminate point
s ection.
combat

Mojak training utilizing the piso podang against
a copy of the more recently imported Japanese
katana (sword).

M acro-analys is : the s ys tem
extras omatic/s omatic
bladed/arm-hand/foot-leg
compos ite art
mojak
A las -Simalungun s ynthes is /Pematang Purba,
Simalungun
North Sumatra/Simalungun Batak
cut-s las h-s lice/pierce-s tab-puncture/cleave-s plitchop/s tun-benumb-knockout/throw/s trangle/joint
lock
combat
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LET M E COUNT THE W A YS: Part V
Donn F. Draeger
Director, International Hoplological Res earch Center

In the las t four is s ues of HOPLOS, Volume 2, I have demons trated the increas ing impatience of
hoplologis ts with the manner by which other dis ciplines (in particular anthropology) have approached (or ignored)
the s ubject of combativenes s . A t the s ame time I have attempted to s ens itize at leas t s ome of the more broad-minded
s cholars from other dis ciplines to the importance of s eeking new involvements with and in creating new ins ights into
the mind-boggling area of combative s tudy, this for the expres s purpos e of arriving at a better unders tanding of man.
Included implicitly has been a plea for the s ubject of combativenes s to be treated les s cavalierly than in the pas t.
Therewith, I am rais ing no rebel flag from within anthropology, or any other dis cipline for that matter, but I
am arguing that hoplologis ts cons ider that they have s pecific and worthy interes ts , s ufficiently dis tinct and different
from thos e of anthropology (and any other dis cipline), that beg the es tablis hment of hoplology as a viable s eparate
academic dis cipline. Center hoplologis ts , however, are not content to live off the conceptual capital of their
predeces s ors . Neither do they expect any volte-face by es tablis hed res earchers in other fields , but they do expect that
other res earchers are conciliatory toward working in a s pirit of cooperation with hoplologis ts . M oreover,
hoplologis ts do not need the s ervices of any intellectual midwife (s ome other dis cipline) in the proces s of giving
birth to a new and reformed hoplology now being attended on by hoplologis ts thems elves .
I have clearly s tated that hoplology enables us , from one angle, to s ee mankind as a whole in an area that
has heretofore been unilluminated. Hoplology now floodlights that once dark area, and allows us to move form a
particular point of view to the general and back again. Thus , I conclude this s eries of articles . In the forthcoming
is s ues of HOPLOS, Volume 3, I am planning to extend my dis cus s ions to other pertinent topics in the development
of hoplology.

A NGLO-A M ERICA N BOXING TECHNIQUE: STYLES A ND SOURCES
Part II of II
Tom Conroy
Field Hoplologis t

Primitive A merican Style (1850-1890)

Boxing s pread to A merica in the 1840's . "Profes s ors " taught the Englis h Upright Style, but they were few,
and A merican tinkering-ins tinct and pragmatis m led to a loos er, les s res tricted s tyle. The mos t important variation
was the revival of the s wings , which were recognized as ris ky, but were us ed becaus e they added variety, and
therefore s urpris e, to the repertory. The Queens berry Rules were adapted to finis h fights in A merica s ooner than in
England, and the protection of the gloves helped prevent damage to the hands when s winging.
Donovan, M ike. The Science of Boxing. NY: Dick and Fitzgerald, 1893.
A merican Baroque Period (1890-1920)
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The hook was invented by James J. Corbett in 1889: the arm is bent to a right angle at elbow and the s wirlpower of a s wing can thus be pas s ed s afely through knuckles and along the forearm. Becaus e it is a s hort-range blow,
the hook would ex-pos e its us er to a clos e and throw, but the Queens berry Rules forbid wres tling. The power and
variety which the hook made pos s ible helped to create a period of intens e development, when individual imagination
and inventivenes s were more common than obedience to precept. Novelties included the pivot blow (a back-s wirling
chop) and the cork screw blow, or cork screw hook , which involved rotation of the fis t from s tanding pos ition to palmdown. Parries , where the palm brus hes the punch to the ins ide, were added to the old outs ide guards with the
forearm. The natural crouch reappeared after a century of s corn. High-paced whirlwind fighting in fixed-time fights
led to the us e of combinations of three to five punches in s eries ; one hook cocks the body for the next in the s eries ,
which does not happen with s traight punches . The technical repertory be-came chaotic, with good and bad elements
mixed. Confus ion in terminology and technique make it impos s ible to fraction out a s ingle s tyle for this period, but
the practice was very good.
Elmer, Prof. W illiam. Boxing. "Spaldings ' A thletic Library, Vol. 162, No. 162." NY: A merican s ports
Publis hing Co., 1902.
Burns , Tommy. Scientific Boxing and Self Defence. London: Health and Strength, Ltd., n.d. (1908).
A merican Clas s ical Style (1915-pres ent)
A round 1915, the terminology and technique of boxing were s ys tematized. Swings and other ris ky actions
were purged, and a s tyle combining the bes t of the old and the new appeared. The main repertory involved lungepowered s traight punches at long range, s wirl-powered hooks and uppercuts at s hort range, and all the old defens e.
Emphas is on infighting led the kinetic s hape1 to s hift in bas is from counter-punching to combinations ; the bob-andweave s ubs tituted a moving target for a s tationary one.
A fter about 1925, the overly fas t expans ion of boxing, con-s equent s hortage of teachers , and s horter fights
led to more s hrinkage in the repertory, this time with deterioration. Lunge-power was neglected, and s wirl-power
combined with the down-twis t of the hand us ed in the corks crew hook was applied to s traight punching, res ulting in a
s horter, weaker lead (the jab). The dis tinction between counters and returns was los t, feinting and drawing were
neglected. Guards with the forearm were abandoned in favor of the brus hing parries ; brus hing parries to the ins ide
tend to block both the next blow of a combination and the counter and thus s low the high pace of a fixed-time fight,
while guards opened the opponent for a re-turn and thus s peeded up the s low pace of a finis h fight. The technical
repertory of boxing has remained s table s ince the 1930's , with s ome revivals of Baroque Period actions and s tances ,
but a great deal of ps ychological experimentation has ta-ken place in the las t two decades .
Demps ey, Jack. Championship Fighting, Explosive Punching and Aggressive Defense. Ed. Jack Cuddy.
NY: Prentice-Hall, 1950. (Incomparably the bes t boxing manual, both in its clear and compete
des cription and in the high quality of the s tyle des cribed. Reflects the period 1915-1925.)
Hais let, Edwin L., et. al. Boxing. "Naval A viation Phys ical Training M anuals ," later called "The V-5
Series ." A nnapolis : United States Naval Ins titute, 1943, 1950. (Two earlier books by Hais let are
equally good.)
O'Brien, Philadelphia Jack and Bilik, Dr. Samuel E. Boxing. NY and London: Charles Scribeners ' Sons ,
1928. (Photographs of O'Brien's manual s hows the order and s implicity of the Clas s ic Style.
O'Brien's own development thus gives s ome clues about how fighting arts evolve.)
Ros s , Barney. fundamentals of Boxing. "Little Technical Library." Chicago and New York: Ziff-Davis
Publis hing Co., 1942.
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The Left Hook
(after Haislet).

Bibliographical Note
Only twenty boxing manuals publis hed before 1850 are known, and I have read only three of thes e, with
parts of two others ; for this period I have als o us ed general boxing books and prints . Since 1850, over 195 manuals
are known, and I have examined over half of thes e. The manuals lis ted are the bes t known to me; mos t are als o fairly
common. A n as teris k indicates a book included without examination, either becaus e of its author or becaus e it went
into multiple editions .
The bibliographies below deal with all boxing books , not manuals alone. For more recent lis ts , one mus t
refer to the Cumulative Book Index, the printed s ubject catalogues of the Britis h M us eum and the Library of
Congres s , and s imilar univers al s ources .
M agriel, Paul. Bibliography of Boxing: A Chronological check List of Book s in English Published Before
1900. NY: The New York Public Library,. 1948.)
Lottinville, A rmand J. "A Bibliography of Boxing." American Association for Health, Physical Education
and Recreation Research Quarterly, Vol. 9 (October 1938), pp. 129-153.
Note:
1. By “kinetic s hape” I mean the order of actions in time, without regard to their s pecific nature. Compare
s umo and boxing: a prolonged s tarting-down period followed by a brief feeling-out period followed by a prolonged
exchange of blows with no certainty of a decis ive end. Cadence (or rhythm) repres ents another level of kinetic s hape,
more malleable to the fighters , but les s s pecific to the fighting art.
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Corrections
Vol. 2, No. 5 Islamic Weapons article: page 5, photograph caption, s ubs titute the word “pes ampat” for “pas ampat.”
Extracts from Letters
1. Tom Conroy, U.S.A .: 18 October 1979. W ith reference to the Selected Reading Lis t, HOPLOS, Vol. 1, No.4, the
anonymous entry: “In glancing through Book of the Sword a few days ago I was happy to s ee a judgement confirmed.
I had doubted Philip Raws on’s attribution of the 1881 article on the s word in Black wood’s Magazine to Burton,
bas ing my doubt on internal evidence, which is always treacherous . I jus t noticed that Burton hims elf, at p. vx. Of the
introduction top the Book of the Sword, takes is s ue with this article, calling it ‘vivacious but one s ided;’ this makes it,
at leas t to my thinking, mos t unlikely that Burton wrote the article. Burton was never in his life s o s hort of
controvers y that he had to generate both s ides of an argument.”
2. Uri Barsel, U.S.A . : 19 November 1979. Commenting on the Hun wors hip of M ars and the s word: “Immanuel
Velikovs ky delineates the origin of this tradition in Worlds in Collision, Part II (M ars ) , Chapter 4, (Sword God).” in
relation to Dr. Velikovs ky’s revis ed chronology for Egypt, M r. Bars el comments , “There are textual references to the
us e of fire s hips and the throwing of flaming objects in a naval engagement at the mouth of the Nile during the reign
of Rams es III. Rames is (traditionally) as s igned to the 12th century B.C., and the references have always been
dis mis s ed as allegorical. W hen the revis ed (Velikovs ky’s ) chronology s ets him (Rams es ) in the 4th century B.C.,
allegory becomes fact... Velikos ky gives a number of other s triking examples involving arms and armor that are
oddly out of place in their as s igned centuries (by the traditional chronology), but which line right up with s imilar
equipment us ed by peoples four or five centuries later in other cultures . W hen the dates are revis ed, things become
very interes ting.”
3. Arino De Mattos. Brazil: 20 March 1980. “M any thanks for cons idering my idea on aggres s ion s tudies ... I believe
that, to begin with, ethology is the bes t primary approach to s ituate the human aggres s ive behavior. I believe that
comparative s tudies involving not only primitive, ancient, and modern human groups (major and minor) but animal
s ocieties als o, would clarify many bas ic as pects of the problem. I’ll try to write s omething to expres s my ideas , and
s end it along to you. To have an international group working on the s ubject would be fantas tic. A gree?”
4. W.F. Paterson, England: 28 M arch 1980. A s Chairman, The Society of A rcher-A ntiquaries : “Your kind comment
on our Journal being es s ential reading for members of your s taff is greatly appreciated and I very much look forward
to a clos e cooperation between our res pective organizations . It will certainly have my fulles t s upport. The point you
make, regarding terminology, has been a problem for a long time and if it can be res olved and accepted, it will be a
marked s tep in weapon his tory.”
5. Tom Conroy, U.S.A .: 14 M arch 1980. W ith regard to the terminology problem: “...the problem falls into two
parts : getting nonbogus unambiguous terms , and getting everyone els e to us e them. You are addres s ing only the firs t
problem with, I s us pect, an as s umption that if the firs t is s olved the s econd will follow, and that jus t ‘ain’t’ s o. M os t
of the arms -and armor writers in the las t s ixty years have been s elf-cons is tent and exact, but they don’t agree (think
of “damas cus s word”, e.g.). but remember, too, that if you are s elf-cons is tent, define your terms the firs t time you us e
them, and don’t depart too far from accepted us age, you will remain comprehens ible...”
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